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Abstract . Let 2 < n ≤ l < m < ω. Let Ln denote first order logic restricted to
the first n variables. We show that the omitting types theorem fails dramatically for
the n–variable fragments of first order logic with respect to clique guarded semantics,
and for its packed n–variable fragments. Both are modal fragments of Ln. As a
sample, we show that if there exists a finite relation algebra with a so–called strong
l–blur, and no m–dimensional relational basis, then there exists a countable, atomic
and complete Ln theory T and type Γ, such that Γ is realizable in every so–called
m–square model of T , but any witness isolating Γ cannot use less than l variables.
An m–square model M of T gives a form of clique guarded semantics, where the
parameter m, measures how locally well behaved M is. Every ordinary model is
k–square for any n < k < ω, but the converse is not true. Any model M is ω–square,
and the two notions are equivalent if M is countable.
Such relation algebras are shown to exist for certain values of l and m like for
n ≤ l < ω and m = ω, and for l = n and m ≥ n + 3. The case l = n and
m = ω gives that the omitting types theorem fails for Ln with respect to (usual)
Tarskian semantics: There is an atomic countable Ln theory T for which the single
non–principal type consisting of co–atoms cannot be omitted in any model M of T .
For n < ω, positive results on omitting types are obained for Ln by imposing
extra conditions on the theories and/or the types omitted. Positive and negative
results on omitting types are obtained for infinitary variants and extensions of Lω,ω.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
We follow the notation of [2] which is in conformity with the notation in the
monograph [11]. In particular, for any pair of ordinal α < β, CAα stands
for the class of cylindric algebras of dimension α, RCAα denotes the class of
representable CAαs and NrαCAβ(⊆ CAα) denotes the class of α–neat reducts
of CAβs. This class is studied in the chapter [25] of [2]. For n < ω, Ln denotes
first order logic restricted to the first n variables. We assume familiarity with
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the basic notions of the (duality) theory of Boolean algebras with operators
BAOs, like atom structures and complex algebras. A more than an adequate
reference for our purpose is [13, §2.5, §2.6, §2.7]. However, such notions and
related ones from the theory of BAOs used in the sequel will be recalled fully
in due time.
Unless otherwise indicated, n will be a finite ordinal > 2.
In algebraic logic one can study certain “particular” algebraic structures
(or simply algebras) and constructions on such algebras in isolation, as objects
of interest in their own right and go on to discuss questions which naturally
arise independently, regardless of their possible initial outcome in connection
to logic. But more often than not, such seemingly purely algebraic inves-
tigations shed light on the logic side to which they could have owed their
birth. Indeed, results in algebraic logic are most significant when they have
non–trivial impact on (first order) logic, via existing ‘bridge theorems’. But
sometimes a particular purely algebraic result, can dictate even building a new
bridge or more. In this paper, we build new bridges between the algebraic no-
tions of atom–canonicity and relativized complete representations for varieties
of CAns, on the one hand, and the metalogical one of a restrcited version of the
Henkin–orey omitting types, namely, Vaught’s theorem on existence of count-
able models for countable atomic theories, for the so–called packed fragments
of Ln.
Atom–canonicity is an important persistence property in various modal log-
ics, that applies to the class of their modal algebras; for example the vari-
ety RCAn viewed as the class of modal algebras of the (modal formalism) of
Ln is not atom–canonical, because applying the the complex algebra opera-
tor to atom structures of RCAns, can take us outside RCAn, more succintly,
Cm(AtRCAn) * RCAn.
As the name suggests, complete representability is a semantical notion. A
relativized representation of A ∈ CAn is an injective homomorphism f : A →
℘(V ) where V ⊆ nU for some non–empty set U and the operations on ℘(V )
are the concrete operations defined like in cylindric set algebras of dimension
n relativized to V . In this case we say that A is represented on V via f , or
simply represented on V . An ordinary representation, or just a representation
of A ∈ CAn, is a relativized representation f : A → ℘(V ) of A, such that
the top element V on which A is represented, is a disjoint union of cartesian
squares, that is V =
⋃
i∈I
nUi, I is a non-empty indexing set, Ui 6= ∅ and
Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ for all i 6= j. Such a V is called a generalized cartesian space of
dimension n.
A (relativized) complete representation of A ∈ CAn on V ⊆
nU , is a (rela-
tivized) representation of A on V via f , that preserves arbitrary sums carrying
them to set–theoretic unions, that is the representation f : A → ℘(V ) is re-
quired to satisfy f(
∑
S) =
⋃
s∈S f(s) for all S ⊆ A such that
∑
S exists.
In this case, we say that A is completely represented on V via f , or simply
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completely represented on V . If A ∈ CAn, then a relativized representation
of A on V via f is not necessarily a complete relativized representation of
A on V via (the same) f . It is known that if A ∈ CAn has a relativized
complete representation, then the Boolean reduct of A is atomic [12]; below
every non-zero element of A there is an atom (a minimal non-zero element).
It is also known that there are countable and atomic RCAns, that have no
complete representations on generalized cartesian spaces of dimension n. So
atomicity is necessary but not sufficient for complete representability of CAns
on generalized cartesian spaces of the same dimension n. In fact, the class of
completely representable CAαs on cartesian spaces of dimension α, when α > 2
(where generalized cartesian spaces for infinite dimensions is defined like the
finite dimensional case), is not even elementary [14, Corollary 3.7.1]. It can
happen that an atomic RCAn may not allow a complete representation on a
generalized cartesian space, but can be completely represented in relativized
sense on some set V of n–ary sequences.
The subtle semantical phenomena of (relativized) complete representabil-
ity is closely related to the algebraic notion of atom–canonicity of (certain
supervarieties of) RCAn (like SNrnCAm for 2 < n < m < ω), and to the met-
alogical property of omitting types in n–variable fragments of first order logic
[26, Theorems 3.1.1-2, p.211, Theorems 3.2.8, 9,10], when non–principal types
are omitted with respect to (relativized) semantics.
The typical question is: given a A ∈ CAn and a family (Xi : i ∈ I) of
subsets of A (I a non–empty set), such that
∏
Xi exists in A for each i ∈ I is
there a representation f : A → ℘(V ), on some V ⊆ nU (U a non–empty set),
that carries this set of meets to set theoretic intersections, in the sense that
f(
∏
Xi) =
⋂
i∈I f(x) for all i ∈ I? When the algebra A is countable, |I| ≤ ω
and
∏
Xi = 0 for all ∈ I, this is an algebraic version of an omitting types
theorem; the representation f omits the given set of meets (or non-principal
types) on V . When it is only one meet consisting of co-atoms, in an atomic
algebra, such a representation f will be a complete representation on V , and
this is equivalent to that f(
∏
X) =
⋂
x∈X f(x) for all X ⊆ A for which
∏
X
exists in A [12]. The last condition, when we require that V is a generalized
cartesian space of dimension n, is an algebraic version of Vaught’s theorem for
first order logic, namely, the unique (up to isomorphism) atomic, equivalently
prime, model of a countable atomic theory omits all non–principal types.
In proving non–atom canonicity of RCAn (2 < n < ω), one typically con-
structs an atom structure At, such that the term algebra, in symbols TmAt,
is in RCAn, while its Dedekind-MacNeille completion, the complex algebra of
its atom structure, in symbols CmAt, is outside RCAn. Here TmAt is the sub-
algebra of CmAt generated by the atoms, and CmAt is the smallest complete
CAn which contains TmAt as a dense subalgebra.
This atom structure is weakly, but not strongly representable, in the sense
that it is the atom structure of both a representable and a non–representable
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algebra demonstrating that the representability of an atomic algebra is not
determined by the structure of its atom structure. The algebra TmAt, though
both atomic and representable, cannot be completely representable on a carte-
sian space of dimension n, because a complete representation of TmAt on such
a space, necessarily induces an ordinary representation of CmAt on the same
space.
On the other hand, it is well known that Vaught’s theorem is a consequence
of the classical Orey–Henkin omitting types theorem. Algebraically, the well–
known proof (briefly) goes as follows: Let T be a countable atomic theory.
Let A = FmT be the Tarski–Lindenbaum quotient algebra corresponding to
T . Then it is not hard to show that, from the definition of the atomicty of T ,
the Boolean algebra NrmA = {a ∈ A : cia = a, ∀i ∈ ω \ m} will be atomic
for all m ∈ ω. The required atomic (prime) model is the model omitting the
familiy (Xm : m ∈ ω) where Xm is the set of co–atoms in NrmA. Observe
that
∏
Xm = 0 for all m ∈ ω, so the Xms are non–principal types that can be
omitted simultaneously.
Proving failure of Vaught’s theorem for Ln which a restricted version of
an omitting types theorem (when one asks for models omiting only the type
of co–atoms), one may algebraically construct a countable atomic RCAn that
is not completely representable even in a relativized sense. To get sharper
results, one shows that varieties like SNrnCAn+k() RCAn) for some k < ω are
not atom–canonical. Both tasks can (and will be done) for 2 < n < ω.
For the first task, we construct a countable and atomic A ∈ RCAn having
no complete relativized n + 3–flat representations (the notion of flatness will
be defined in a while), a fortiori A will have no complete representation. For
the second task, we show that there exists an RCAn atom structure At such
that CmAt /∈ SNrnCAn+3. The last result is sharper, because as demonstrated
below, it implies the former. The implication here is like in the classical case:
The existence of a complete n + 3–flat representation of A(∈ RCAn) implies
that CmAtA has an n+3–flat representation, where AtA is the atom structure
of A, which is eqiuvalent to that CmAtA ∈ SNrnCAn+3.
The algebraic methodology and results used here are tailored to study-
ing Vaught’s theorem for the so–called clique–guarded fragments of n–variable
first order logic, which is an equivalent formulation of its packed fragments.
Here one guards semantics so that the semantics considered are no longer the
usual Tarskian semantics. Tarskian semantics become rather a special or/ and
limiting case. Semantics are locally guarded where ‘locality’ is measured by a
parameterm with 2 < n < m ≤ ω. Thism–locally well behaved semantics pro-
vides an optimal fit with the syntactically defined variety SNrnCAm; reflected in
a completeness theorem. Any A ∈ SNrnCAm posses an m–flat representation.
When m = ω, thism–flat repesentation can be identified with an ordinary one.
Henkin’s neat embedding theorem stating that SNrnCAω = RCAn is then the
limiting case dealing with a natural (algebraizable) extension of Godel’s com-
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pleteness theorem with respect to usual Tarskian semantics. More succintly,
algebras in the variety SNrnCAω can be represented on generalized cartesian
spaces of dimension n.
The first part of the paper is dominated by negative results to the effect that
Vaught’s theorem fails in the situation at hand. Typically: The non-principal
type of co–atoms an atomic countable Ln theory T (2 < n < ω) cannot be
omitted with respect to a notion of generalized semantics. The semantics dealt
with are what we call m–clique–guarded semantics, or simply clique guarded
semantics. Algebraically: For 2 < n < m < ω, we construct a countable and
atomic A ∈ RCAn lacks a complete m–flat representation or even a complete
m–square one, which is a substantialy weaker notion when m < ω; an m–flat
model is m–square but the converse is not true. Finer results are obtained, if
we require that the algebra A, in addition, is in NrnCAl for some 2 < n < l < m.
In this case the type Γ will be realizable in every countable m–flat model of T ,
but cannot be isolated by a formula using ≤ l variables. By the Orey–Henkin
omitting types theorem, being realizable in every ω–flat (equivalently square)
ordinary countable model, we know that Γ is isolated by a formula. So this
formula, referred to as a witness, must use > l variables.
1.2 Guarding semantics
Fix n < ω. One can view modal logics as fragments of first order logic. But
on the other hand, one can turn the glass around and give first order logic
with n variables a modal formalism, by viewing assignments as worlds, and
giving the existential quantifier the most prominent citizen in first order logic
the following familar modal pattern (*) :
V, s |= ∃xiφ⇐⇒ (∃s)(s ≡i t)&V, s |= φ,
where V ⊆ nM for some non–empty set M is the set of states or worlds and
s ∈ V is a state. Here existential quantifiers are viewed as modalities (or
diamonds).
Guarded semantics are provided by generalized models, where assignments
are allowed from arbitrary sets of n–ary sequences V ⊆ nM (some non empty
set M). Semantics for the Boolean connectives are defined the usual way, and
the semantics for the existential quantifiers are as specified in (*). Tarskian
semantics becomes the special case when V is ‘square’, namely, V = nM.
Guarding is expressed algebraically by relativization. Relativization is a
technique that proved extremely potent in obtaining positive results in both
algebraic and modal logic. The technique originated from research by Istvan
Ne´meti dedicated to the class of relativized set algebras, Crsn for short, whose
top elements are arbitrary sets of n–ary sequences V ⊆ nM–rather than the
whole of nM like in cylindric set algebras of dimension n– where M a non–
empty set and n < ω is the dimension. The concrete interpretation of the
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operations are defined like cylindric set algebras; Boolean meet is interpreted as
intersection, cylindrifiers as projections, diagonal elements as equality . . . etc,
but all such operations are relativized to the top element V .
This type of research was initiated to sidestep resilient wild and unruly
behaviour of the variety of representable cylindric algebras of dimension at least
three, defined as subdirect products of set algebras of the same dimension, like
undecidability of its equational theory and non-finite axiomatizability. Ne´meti
proved, in a seminal result, that the universal theory of the variety Crsn is
decidable. The corresponding multi–modal logic exhibits nice modal behaviour
and is regarded as the base for proposing the so–called guarded fragments of
first order logic by Andre´ka et al. [4].
Dropping the historically ad-hoc assumption that set algebras should have
‘ squares’ as their top elements proved immensely fruitful. This way of global
guarding semantics has led to the discovery of a whole landscape of multi-
modal logics having nice modal behaviour (like decidability) with the multi-
modal logic whose modal algebras are the class of relativized set algebras ‘at
the bottom’ and Tarskian semantics with its undesirable properties (like un-
decidability) is only the top of an iceberg. Below the surface a treasure of nice
multimodal logics was discovered. Relativized semantics has led to many other
nice modal n–variable fragments of first order logic, like the loosely guarded,
clique guarded (a disguised formalism of packed fragments) of first order logic
[4], [13, Definitions 19.1, 19.2, 19.3, p. 586-89].
1.3 Clique guarding semantics
Fix 2 < n < ω. Unless otherwise indicated, all theories considered in this
paper are countable. Let T be an Ln theory in a certain signature. Let
A be the Tarski–Lindenbaum quotient algebra Fm∼T where the quotient is
taken relative to the usual semantics, that is φ ∼T ψ ⇐⇒ T |= φ ↔ φ.
In particular, A ∈ RCAn. Assume that n < m < ω. Let M be the base of a
relativized representation of A, that is, there exists an injective homomorphism
f : A → ℘(V ), where V ⊆ nM and
⋃
s∈V rng(s) = M. Here we identify
notationally the set algebra with universe ℘(V ) with its universe ℘(V ). We
say that M is a generalized model of T .
We write M |= a(s) for s ∈ f(a). Let L(A)m be the first order signature
using m variables and one n–ary relation symbol for each element in A and
L(A)m∞,ω be the infinitary extension of L(A)
m allowing infinite conjunctions.
Then an n–clique is a set C ⊆ M such (a1, . . . , an−1) ∈ V = 1
M for distinct
a1, . . . , an ∈ C. Let C
m(M) = {s ∈ mM : rng(s) is an n–clique}. Then Cm(M)
is called the n–Gaifman hypergraph of M, with the n–hyperedge relation 1M.
(1) The clique guarded semantics |=c are defined inductively. For atomic
formulas and Boolean connectives they are defined like the classical case
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and for existential quantifiers (cylindrifiers) they are defined as follows:
for s¯ ∈ mM, i < m, M, s¯ |=c ∃xiφ ⇐⇒ there is a t¯ ∈ C
m(M), t¯ ≡i s¯ such
that M, t¯ |= φ.
(2) We say that M is m–square model of T , if s¯ ∈ Cm(M), a ∈ A, i < n, and
l : n→ m is an injective map, M |= cia(sl(0), . . . , sl(n−1)) =⇒ there is a
t¯ ∈ Cm(M) with t¯ ≡i s¯, and M |= a(tl(0), . . . , tl(n−1)).
(3) M is said to be (infinitary) m–flat model of T if it is m–square and for
all φ ∈ (L(A)m∞,ω)L(A)
m, for all s¯ ∈ Cm(M), for all distinct i, j < m, we
have M |=c [∃xi∃xjφ←→ ∃xj∃xiφ](s¯).
Extending the definition the obvious way one defines an m–relativized rep-
resentation M of A ∈ CAn, whether m–square, or m–flat. Clique guarded
fragments are closely related to packed fragments of first order logic as illus-
trated next. Let 2 < n < m < ω, A ∈ CAn and M be an m–flat representation
of A. Then
M, s |=c φ ⇐⇒ M, s |= packed(φ),
for all s ∈ Cn(M) and every φ ∈ L(A)n, where packed(φ) denotes the translation
of φ to the packed fragment [13, Definition 19.3]. In this sense, the clique
guraded fragments, which are the n–variable fragments of first order order
with clique guarded semantics, are an alternative formulation of the n–variable
packed fragments of first order logic [13, §19.2.3].
1.4 Relativized versions of Vaught’s theorem
Fix 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω. We investigate the validity of a formula Φ(l, m), which
is a relativized version of Vaught’s theorem. The first parameter l measures
in an exact sense how close we are to Lω,ω. On the other hand, the second
parameter m measures how locally well behaved do we want our models to be?
The parameter m measures the degree of squareness of the required models.
We look for atomic models that are m–square. (As indicated in the abstract,
an ω–square countable model is just an ordinary countable model and vice
versa.)
For parameters n ≤ l < m ≤ ω the formula Φ(l, m) says:
There exists an atomic Ll countable and complete theory T , such that the
non–principal type of co–atoms, cannot be omitted in an m–square model of T .
The formula Φ(l, m) depends on n which is fixed to be 2 < n < ω; the
reference to n is omitted not to clutter notation. By Ll we understand an
n–variable fragment of Lω,ω allowing all connectives that are definable by first
order formulas using the first l variables with only the first n occuring as free
variables. This will be explained in more detail in the text, but for the time
being one can view Ll as an n–variable logic having the same expressive power
as Ll.
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By T atomic, we mean that the Boolean reduct of Tarski–Lindenbaum
quotent algebra FmT is atomic. The type Γ is defined to be {φ : (¬φ)T ∈
AtFmT}. The theory T is complete means that for any sentence φ in the
signature of T , T |= φ or T |= ¬φ. This, in turn, is equivalent to that
FmT (∈ RCAn) is simple (has no proper congruences).
While Φ(l, m) says that for an Ll atomic theory, the non–principal type
consisting of co–atoms may not be omitted in an m–square model, Vaught’s
theorem for Lω,ω says the exact opposite: In an atomic countable theory, the
family of non–principal type of co–atoms can, by the Orey–Henkin omitting
types theorem, be omitted in a countable model (the atomic model). It is
therefore reasonable to let VT(l, m) := ¬Φ(l, m) and read it as ‘Vaught’s the-
orem holds at l and m’, stipulating that VT(ω, ω) is just Vaught’s theorem for
Lω,ω: Countable atomic theories have countable atomic models.
In this paper, we argue that for the permitted values n ≤ l, m ≤ ω, namely,
for n ≤ l < m ≤ ω and l = m = ω, VT(l, m) ⇐⇒ l = m = ω. From
known algebraic results like non-atom–canonicity of RCAn [17] and non-first
order definability of the class of completely representable CAns [12], it can be
easily inferred that VT(n, ω) is false, that is, Vaught’s theorem fails for Ln
with respect to square Tarskian semantics. One can find countable atomic
Ln theories having no atomic models. But we can go further. From sharper
algebraic results, we prove many other special cases for specific values of l and
m that support the last equivalence. Two prominent cases are when n ≤ l < ω
and m = ω and when l = n and m ≥ n + 3; heuristically, when l → ω and
m = ω (the x axis) and when l = n and m→ ω (the y axis).
The first result is proved by showing that there exists an atomic, simple and
countable A ∈ NrnCAl ∩ RCAn that is not completely representable, while the
second follows from showing that there exists an atomic, simple and countable
A ∈ RCAn such that CmAtA lacks an n+3–square representation. This implies,
but is not equivalent to, that CmAtA /∈ SNrnCAn+3 and the last is equivalent
to that CmAtA does not have an n + 3–flat representation. In particular, the
varieties SNrnCAm, for any m ≥ n + 3, are not atom–canonical. Such results
show that the omitting types theorem fails dramatically, even if we ‘clique
guard’ semantics.
Conversely, we prove positive omitting types theorems for Ln with respect
to Tarskian semantics, by imposing conditions on theories considered such as
quantifier elimination and types we hope to omit, such as maximality (com-
pleteness). In such cases, we find, like in the classical Orey–Henkin omitting
types theorems, a countable model omitting the given family of non–principal
types. It is well known that in the omitting types theorem, countability of the
theory and non–principal types to be omitted, cannot be dispensed with, due
to its intimate connection with the Baire category theorem for Stone spaces.
Nevertheless, we will have occasion to provide models (not necessarly count-
able), omitting possibly uncountably many non–principal types in possibly
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uncountable Ln theories.
Layout
• For 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω, in §3 we present a chain of implications start-
ing from the existence of certain finite relation algebras having so-called
strong l–blur and no m–flat representations leading up to ¬VT(l, m), cf.
theorem 3.6. Using such implications we prove ¬VT(l, ω) for l < ω, and
¬VT(n,m) for m ≥ n + 3, cf. theorem 3.8. Our results are next pre-
sented in the framework of omitting types theorems for clique guarded
fragments of Ln cf. theorem 3.12.
• In §4 we prove several positive omitting types theorems for Ln (2 < n <
ω) and for infinitary algebraizable (in the standard Blok–Pigozzi sense)
extensions of Lω,ω. Several (counter)examples are presented, mostly in
algebraic form, marking the boundaries of our results, cf. theorems 4.3
and 4.5.
• In §5 Vaught’s theorem is approached algebraically, where the seman-
tical notion of complete representability for any countable dimension is
characterized via special neat embeddings, cf. theorem 5.2, and sev-
eral positive results on complete representability for reducts of polyadic
equality algebras are obtained, theorems 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10.
• In §6, in contrast to the negative results obtained in §3 with respect
to clique guarded semantics, positive results on Vaughts theorem and
omitting types are obtained for Ln and Lω,ω with respect to globally
guarded semantics, theorems 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Here top elements of the
modal set algebras of dimension n ≤ ω, are unions of n–dimensional
cartesian spaces that are not necessarily disjoint.
• In §7, our treatment will be purely algebraic. We introduce algebraic
counterparts of the modal fragments studied in §3, and elaborate on the
metalogical results obtained from an algebraic perspective, cf. theorem
7.4 and corollary 7.5.
2 Preliminaries
In our treatment of the notion of neat reducts, and the related one of neat
embeddings, we follow the terminolgy and notation of [11, 25]. The notion
of neat reducts and the related one of neat embeddings are both important in
algebraic logic for the simple reason that both notions are very much tied to
the notion of representability, via the so–called neat embedding theorem of
Henkin’s which says that (for any ordinal α), we have RCAα = SNrαCAα+ω.
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Definition 2.1. Assume that α < β are ordinals and that B ∈ CAβ. Then
the α–neat reduct of B, in symbols NrαB, is the algebra obtained from B, by
discarding cylindrifiers and diagonal elements whose indices are in β \ α, and
restricting the universe to the set NrαB = {x ∈ B : {i ∈ β : cix 6= x} ⊆ α}.
It is straightforward to check that NrαB ∈ CAα. If A ∈ CAα and A ⊆
NrαB, with B ∈ CAβ , then we say that A neatly embeds in B, and that B
is a β–dilation of A, or simply a dilation of A if β is clear from context. For
relation algebra reducts we follow [14]. If β > 2, B ∈ CAβ and R = RaB is
the algebra with RA signature defined like in [11, Definition 5.3.7], we refer to
B also as a β–dilation of R; if β > 3, then it is known that RaB ∈ RA [11,
Theorem 5.3.8].
2.1 Atom structures and atom–canonicity
We recall the notions of atom structures and complex algebra in the framework
of Boolean algebras with operators of which CAs are a special case [13, Defini-
tion 2.62, 2.65]. The action of the non–Boolean operators in a completely ad-
ditive (where operators distribute over arbitrary joins componentwise) atomic
Boolean algebra with operators, (BAO) for short, is determined by their be-
havior over the atoms, and this in turn is encoded by the atom structure of
the algebra.
Definition 2.2. (Atom Structure) Let A = 〈A,+,−, 0, 1,Ωi : i ∈ I〉 be an
atomic BAO with non–Boolean operators Ωi : i ∈ I. Let the rank of Ωi be ρi.
The atom structure AtA of A is a relational structure
〈AtA, RΩi : i ∈ I〉
where AtA is the set of atoms of A and RΩi is a (ρ(i) + 1)-ary relation over
AtA defined by
RΩi(a0, · · · , aρ(i))⇐⇒ Ωi(a1, · · · , aρ(i)) ≥ a0.
Definition 2.3. (Complex algebra) Conversely, if we are given an arbitrary
first order structure S = 〈S, ri : i ∈ I〉 where ri is a (ρ(i)+1)-ary relation over
S, called an atom structure, we can define its complex algebra
Cm(S) = 〈℘(S),∪, \, φ, S,Ωi〉i∈I ,
where ℘(S) is the power set of S, and Ωi is the ρ(i)-ary operator defined by
Ωi(X1, · · · , Xρ(i)) = {s ∈ S : ∃s1 ∈ X1 · · · ∃sρ(i) ∈ Xρ(i), ri(s, s1, · · · , sρ(i))},
for each X1, · · · , Xρ(i) ∈ ℘(S).
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It is easy to check that, up to isomorphism, At(Cm(S)) ∼= S alway. If A
is finite then of course A ∼= Cm(AtA). For algebras A and B having the same
signature expanding that of Boolean algebras, we say that A is dense in B
if A ⊆ B and for all non–zero b ∈ B, there is a non–zero a ∈ A such that
a ≤ b. An atom structure will be denoted by At. An atom structure At has
the signature of CAα, α an ordinal, if CmAt has the signature of CAα.
Definition 2.4. Let V be a variety of BAOs. Then V is atom–canonical if
whenever A ∈ V and A is atomic, then CmAtA ∈ V . The Dedekind-MacNeille
completion of A ∈ V, is the unique (up to isomorphisms that fix A pointwise)
complete B ∈ Kn such that A ⊆ B and A is dense in B.
From now on fix 2 < n < ω. If A ∈ CAn is atomic, then the complex
algebra of its atom structure, in symbols CmAtA is the Dedekind-MacNeille
completion of A. If A ∈ CAn, then its atom structure will be denoted by AtA
with domain the set of atoms of A denoted by AtA.
Non atom–canonicity can be proved by finding weakly representable atom
structures that are not strongly representable.
Definition 2.5. An atom structure At of dimension n is weakly representable
if there is an atomic A ∈ RCAn such that AtA = At. The atom structure At
is strongly representable if for all A ∈ CAn, AtA = At =⇒ A ∈ RCAn.
These two notions (strong and weak representability) do not coincide for
cylindric algebras as proved by Hodkinson [17]. In [28] we generalize Hodkin-
son’s result by showing that for there are two atomic CAns sharing the same
atom structure, one is representable and the other its Dedekind-MacNeille
completion is even outside SNrnCAn+3() RCAn). In particular, there is a
complete algebra outside SNrnCAn+3 having a dense representable subalgebra,
so that SNrnCAn+3 is not atom–canonical. This construction will be used in
theorem 3.8.
2.2 Networks and games
To define certain games to be used in the sequel, we recall the notions of atomic
networks and atomic games [13, 14]. Let i < n. For n–ary sequences x¯ and y¯
⇐⇒ y¯(j) = x¯(j) for all j 6= i
Definition 2.6. Fix finite n > 1.
(1) An n–dimensional atomic network on an atomic algebra A ∈ QEAn is
a map N : n∆→ AtA, where ∆ is a non–empty set of nodes, denoted by
nodes(N), satisfying the following consistency conditions for all i < j <
n:
• If x¯ ∈ nnodes(N) then N(x¯) ≤ dij ⇐⇒ xi = xj ,
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• If x¯, y¯ ∈ nnodes(N), i < n and x ≡i y, then N(x¯) ≤ ciN(y¯),
For n–dimensional atomic networks M and N , we write M ≡i N ⇐⇒
M(y) = N(y) for all y¯ ∈ n(n ∼ {i}).
(2) Assume that A ∈ QEAn is atomic and that m, k ≤ ω. The atomic
game Gmk (AtA), or simply G
m
k , is the game played on atomic networks
of A using m nodes and having k rounds [14, Definition 3.3.2], where ∀
is offered only one move, namely, a cylindrifier move:
Suppose that we are at round t > 0. Then ∀ picks a previously played
network Nt (nodes(Nt) ⊆ m), i < n, a ∈ AtA, x ∈
nnodes(Nt), such
that Nt(x¯) ≤ cia. For her response, ∃ has to deliver a network M such
that nodes(M) ⊆ m, M ≡i N , and there is y¯ ∈
nnodes(M) that satisfies
y¯ ≡i x¯ and M(y¯) = a.
(3) We write Gk(AtA), or simply Gk, for G
m
k (AtA) if m ≥ ω.
(4) The ω–rounded gameGm(AtA) or simplyGm is like the gameGmω (AtA)
except that ∀ has the option to reuse the m nodes in play.
3 Vaught’s theorem holds for Ln with respect
to clique guarded semantics
Throughout this section, unless otherwise indicated n is a finite ordinal > 2.
Results in algebraic logic are most attractive when they lend themselves to
(non–trivial) applications in (first order) logic. In this section, we adress alge-
braically a restricted version of the omitting types theorems, namely, Vaught’s
theorem on existence of atomic models for atomic theories, in the framework
of the clique guarded n–variable fragments of first order logic. In the intro-
duction, we already defined the notion of clique guarded semantics which we
extend the obvious way to all algebras (not just Tarski-Lindenbaum quotient
algebras corresponding to Ln theories).
Definition 3.1. Let M be the base of a relativized representation of A ∈ CAn
witnessed by an injective homomorphism f : A → ℘(V ), where V ⊆ nM
and
⋃
s∈V rng(s) = M. We write M |= a(s) for s ∈ f(a). Let L(A)
m be the
first order signature using m variables and one n–ary relation symbol for each
element in A. Let Cm(M) be the n–Gaifman hypergraph, and let |=c be the
clique guarded semantics as defined in the introduction.
• We say thatM is anm–square representation ofA, if for all s¯ ∈ Cm(M), a ∈
A, i < n, and injective map l : n→ m, wheneverM |= cia(sl(0), . . . , sl(n−1)),
then there is a t¯ ∈ Cm(M) with t¯ ≡i s¯, and M |= a(tl(0), . . . , tl(n−1)).
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• We say that M is a complete m–square representation of A via f , or
simply a complete representation of A if f(
∑
X) =
⋃
x∈X f(x), for all
X ⊆ A for which
∑
X exists.
• We say that M is an (infinitary) m–flat representation of A if it is m–
square and for all φ ∈ (L(A)m∞,ω)L(A)
m, for all s¯ ∈ Cm(M), for all distinct
i, j < m, M |=c [∃xi∃xjφ ←→ ∃xj∃xiφ](s¯). Complete representability is
defined like for squareness.
It is straightforward to show, like in the classical case, that A has a complete
m–square complete representation M via f ⇐⇒ A is atomic and f is atomic
in the sense that
⋃
x∈AtA f(x) = 1
M.
Observe that if T is an Ln theory, then M is an m–square model of T (as
defined in the introduction) ⇐⇒ M is an m–square representation of the
Tarski–Lindenbaum quotient algebra FmT .
We will construct cylindric agebras from atomic relation algebras that
posses cylindric basis using so called blow up and blur constructions, an in-
dicative term introduced in [3].
Definition 3.2. Let R be an atomic relation algebra. An n–dimensional
basic matrix, or simply a matrix on R, is a map f : 2n → AtR satsfying the
following two consistency conditions f(x, x) ≤ Id and f(x, y) ≤ f(x, z); f(z, y)
for all x, y, z < n. For any f, g basic matrices and x, y < m we write f ≡xy g
if for all w, z ∈ m \ {x, y} we have f(w, z) = g(w, z). We may write f ≡x g
instead of f ≡xx g.
Definition 3.3. An n–dimensional cylindric basis for an atomic relaton alge-
braR is a setM of n–dimensional matrices onR with the following properties:
• If a, b, c ∈ AtR and a ≤ b; c, then there is an f ∈ M with f(0, 1) =
a, f(0, 2) = b and f(2, 1) = c
• For all f, g ∈ M and x, y < n, with f ≡xy g, there is h ∈ M such that
f ≡x h ≡y g.
For the next lemma, we refer the reader to [13, Definition 12.11] for the
definition of hyperbasis for relation algebras. For a relation algebra R, we let
R+ denotes its canonical extension.
Lemma 3.4. Let R be a relation algebra and 3 < n < ω. Then the following
hold:
1. R+ has an n–dimensional infinite basis ⇐⇒ R has an infinite n–square
representation.
2. R+ has an n–dimensional infinite hyperbasis ⇐⇒ R has an infinite
n–flat representation.
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Proof. [13, Theorem 13.46, the equivalence (1) ⇐⇒ (5) for basis, and the
equivalence (7) ⇐⇒ (11) for hyperbasis].
One can construct a CAn in a natural way from an n–dimensional cylindric
basis which can be viewed as an atom structure of a CAn (like in [13, Definition
12.17] addressing hyperbasis). For an atomic relation algebra R and l > 3,
we denote by Matn(AtR) the set of all n–dimensional basic matrices on R.
Matn(AtR) is not always an n–dimensional cylindric basis, but sometimes it is,
as will be the case described next. On the other hand,Mat3(AtR) is always a 3–
dimensional cylindric basis; a result of Maddux’s, so that CmMat3(AtR) ∈ CA3.
The following definition to be used in the sequel is taken from [3]:
Definition 3.5. [3, Definition 3.1] Let R be a relation algebra, with non–
identity atoms I and 2 < n < ω. Assume that J ⊆ ℘(I) and E ⊆ 3ω.
1. We say that (J, E) is an n–blur for R, if J is a complex n–blur defined
as follows:
(1) Each element of J is non–empty,
(2)
⋃
J = I,
(3) (∀P ∈ I)(∀W ∈ J)(I ⊆ P ;W ),
(4) (∀V1, . . . Vn,W2, . . .Wn ∈ J)(∃T ∈ J)(∀2 ≤ i ≤ n)safe(Vi,Wi, T ),
that is there is for v ∈ Vi, w ∈ Wi and t ∈ T , we have v;w ≤ t,
(5) (∀P2, . . . Pn, Q2, . . . Qn ∈ I)(∀W ∈ J)W ∩ P2;Qn ∩ . . . Pn;Qn 6= ∅.
and the tenary relation E is an index blur defined as in item (ii) of [3,
Definition 3.1].
2. We say that (J, E) is a strong n–blur, if it (J, E) is an n–blur, such that
the complex n–blur satisfies:
(∀V1, . . . Vn,W2, . . .Wn ∈ J)(∀T ∈ J)(∀2 ≤ i ≤ n)safe(Vi,Wi, T ).
One formulation of the Orey–Henkin omitting types theorem is. Given
a countable consistent first order theory T , and a type Γ (a set of formulas
containing only finitely many free variables), if Γ is realizable in every model
of T , then Γ has to be isolated, in the sense that there exists a formula ψ
consistent with T such that T |= ψ → θ for all θ ∈ Γ. We call such a formula
a a witness.
Let n ≤ l < m ≤ ω and denote Lω,ω restricted to n variables by Ln. Now
we formulate formulas that are essentially equivalent to the formulas Φ(l, m)
encountered in the introduction. Consider the formula Ψ(l, m):
There is an atomic, countable and complete Ln theory T , such that the
type Γ consisting of co–atoms is realizable in every m– square model, but any
formula (witness) isolating this type has to contain more than l variables.
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For m < ω, Ψ(l, m)f is obtained from Ψ(l, m) by replacing square by
flat. Ψ(l, ω)f is defined to be Ψ(l, ω) where the sought for atomic model is an
ordinary countable one.
Theorem 3.6. Let 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω. Then every item implies the
immediately following one.
1. There exists a finite relation algebra R algebra with a strong l–blur and
no infinite m–dimensional hyperbasis,
2. There is a countable atomic A ∈ NrnCAl ∩ CAn such that CmAtA does
not have an m–flat representation,
3. There is a countable atomic A ∈ NrnCAl ∩ RCAn such that A has no
complete m–flat representation,
4. Ψ(l, m)f is true,
5. Ψ(l′, m′)f is true for any l
′ ≤ l and m′ ≥ m.
The same implications hold upon replacing infinite m–dimensional hyperbasis
by m–dimensional basis and m–flat by m–square. Furthermore, in the new
chain of implications every item implies the corresponding item in theorem
3.6. In particular, Ψ(l, m) =⇒ Ψ(l, m)f .
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2): Let R be as in the hypothesis with strong l–blur (J, E).
We use the technique in [3]. The idea is to ‘blow up and blur’ R in place of
the Maddux algebra Ek(2, 3) dealt with in [3, Lemma 5.1] (where k < ω is the
number of non–identity atoms and it depends on l).
Let 3 < n ≤ l. The relation algebra R is blown up by splitting all of the
atoms each to infinitely many. R is blurred by using a finite set of blurs (or
colours) J . This can be expressed by the product At = ω × AtR × J , which
will define an infinite atom structure of a new relation algebra, denoted by At
on [3, p.73]. (One can view such a product as a ternary matrix with ω rows,
and for each fixed n ∈ ω, we have the rectangle AtR×J .) Then two partitions
are defined on At, call them P1 and P2. Composition is re-defined on this new
infinite atom structure; it is induced by the composition in R, and a ternary
relation E on ω, that ‘synchronizes’ which three rectangles sitting on the i, j, k
E–related rows compose like the original algebra R. This relation is definable
in the first order structure (ω,<). The first partition P1 is used to show that
R embeds in the complex algebra of this new atom structure, namely CmAt,
The second partition P2 divides At into finitely many (infinite) rectangles,
each with base W ∈ J , and the term algebra denoted in [3] by Bb(R, J, E)
over At, consists of the sets that intersect co–finitely with every member of
this partition.
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On the level of the term algebra R is blurred, so that the embedding of the
small algebra into the complex algebra via taking infinite joins, do not exist in
the term algebra for only finite and co–finite joins exist in the term algebra.
The algebra Bb(R, J, E) with atom structure At is representable using the
finite number of blurs. These correspond to non–principal ultrafilters in the
Boolean reduct, which are necessary to represent this term algebra, for if used
alone, the principal ultrafilters alone would give a complete representation,
hence a representation of the complex algebra and this is impossible. Because
(J, E) is a strong l–blur, the atom structure At has an l–dimensional cylindric
basis, Atca, namely, Matl(At) Then there is an algebra C denoted on [3, Top
of p. 78] by Bbl(R, J, E) such that TmMatl(At) ⊆ C ⊆ CmMatl(At) and AtC
is weakly representable.
Now take A = Bbn(R, J, E). We claim that A is as required. Since R has
a strong l–blur, then A ∼= NrnBbl(R, J, E) as proved in [3, item (3) p. 80], so
A ∈ RCAn ∩NrnCAl. But we claim that C = CmAtA does not an m–flat repre-
sentation. Assume for contradicton that C does have an m–flat representation
M. Then M is infinite of course. Since R embeds into Bb(R, J, E) which in
turn embeds into RaCmAtA, then R has an m–flat representation with base
M. But then R has an infinite m–dimensional hyperbasis, which is contrary
to assumption.
(2) =⇒ (3): A complete m–flat representation of (any) B ∈ CAn induces
an m–flat representation of CmAtB. To see why, assume that B has an m–flat
complete representable via f : B → D, where D = ℘(V ) and the base of the
represenation M =
⋃
s∈V rng(s) is m–flat. Let C = CmAtB. For c ∈ C, let
c ↓= {a ∈ AtC : a ≤ c} = {a ∈ AtB : a ≤ c}; the last equality holds because
AtB = AtC. Define, representing C, g : C → D by g(c) =
∑
x∈c↓ f(x). The
map g is well defined because C is complete so arbitrary suprema exist in C.
Furthermore, it can be easily checked that g is a homomorphism into ℘(V )
having base M (basically because by assumption f is a homomorphism).
(3) =⇒ (4). By [11, §4.3], we can (and will) assume that A = FmT
for a countable, atomic theory Ln theory T . Let Γ be the n–type consisting
of co–atoms of T . Then Γ is realizable in every m–flat model, for if M is
an m–flat model omitting Γ, then M would be the base of a complete m–flat
representation of A. But A ∈ NrnCAl, so using exactly the same (terminology
and) argument in [3, Theorem 3.1] we get that any witness isolating Γ needs
more than l–variables.
(4) =⇒ (5) follows from the definitions.
The following lemma is proved in [28]:
Lemma 3.7. Assume that 2 < n < m < ω and A ∈ CAn be atomic. Then the
following hold:
1. A ∈ ScNrnCAm =⇒ ∀ has a winning strategy in G
m(AtA),
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2. If A is finite and ∀ has a winning strategy in Gmω (AtA), then A /∈
SNrnCAm.
In the next theorem we use a rainbow constructions for CAs [12, 14]. Fix
2 < n < ω. Given relational structures G (the greens) and R (the reds) the
rainbow atom structure of a QEAn consists of equivalence classes of surjective
maps a : n→ ∆, where ∆ is a coloured graph.
A coloured graph is a complete graph labelled by the rainbow colours,
the greens g ∈ G, reds r ∈ R, and whites; and some n − 1 tuples are la-
belled by ‘shades of yellow’. In coloured graphs certain triangles are not al-
lowed for example all green triangles are forbidden. A red triple (rij , rj′k′, ri∗k∗)
i, j, j′, k′, i∗, k∗ ∈ R is not allowed, unless i = i∗, j = j′ and k′ = k∗, in which
case we say that the red indices match, cf.[12, 4.3.3]. The equivalence relation
relates two such maps ⇐⇒ they essentially define the same graph [12, 4.3.4].
We let [a] denote the equivalence class containing a. The accessibilty (binary
relations) corresponding to cylindric operations are like in [12].
Special coloured graphs typically used by ∀ during implementing his win-
ning strategy are called cones: Let i ∈ G, and let M be a coloured graph
consisting of n nodes x0, . . . , xn−2, z. We call M an i - cone if M(x0, z) = g
i
0
and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n−2, M(xj , z) = gj, and no other edge of M is coloured
green. (x0, . . . , xn−2) is called the base of the cone, z the apex of the cone
and i the tint of the cone.
For 2 < n < ω, we use the graph version of the games Gmω (β) and G
m(β)
where β is a CAn rainbow atom structure, cf. [12, 4.3.3]. The (complex)
rainbow algebra based on G and R is denoted by AG,R. The dimension n will
always be clear from context.
Theorem 3.8. Let n ≤ l < ω. Then Ψ(l, ω) and Ψ(n, n + 3) are true. In
particular, from both statements we get that Ψ(n, ω) is true.
Proof. Proving Ψ(l, ω) [3]:. Let l ≥ 2n − 1, k ≥ (2n − 1)l, k ∈ ω. One
takes the finite integral relation algebra Rl = Ek(2, 3) where k is the number
of non-identity atoms in Rl. Then Rl has a strong l–blur, and it can only be
represented on infinite basis [3]. The rest follows using the same reasoning in
the first item of the last theorem.
Proof for flatness: We give first a relatively simple proof for Ψ(n, n+3)f .
Then we give another more involved proof for squareness (and flatness). Both
proofs use a rainbow construction.
By theorem 3.6 it suffices to show that there an algebra with countably
many atoms outside ScNrnCAω.
Take the a rainbow–like CAn, call it C, based on the ordered structure Z
and N. The reds R is the set {rij : i < j < ω(= N)} and the green colours used
constitute the set {gi : 1 ≤ i < n − 1} ∪ {g
i
0 : i ∈ Z}. In complete coloured
graphs the forbidden triples are like the usual rainbow constructions based on
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Z and N, but now the triple (gi0, g
j
0, rkl) is also forbidden if {(i, k), (j, l)} is not
an order preserving partial function from Z→ N.
We show that ∀ has a winning strategy in the graph version of the game
Gn+3(AtC) played on coloured graphs [12]. The rough idea here, is that, as is
the case with winning strategy’s of ∀ in rainbow constructions, ∀ bombards ∃
with cones having distinct green tints demanding a red label from ∃ to appexes
of succesive cones. The number of nodes are limited but ∀ has the option to
re-use them, so this process will not end after finitely many rounds. The added
order preserving condition relating two greens and a red, forces ∃ to choose
red labels, one of whose indices form a decreasing sequence in N. In ω many
rounds ∀ forces a win, so by lemma 3.7, C /∈ ScNrnCAn+3.
More rigoroudly, ∀ plays as follows: In the initial round ∀ plays a graph
M with nodes 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 such that M(i, j) = w0 for i < j < n − 1 and
M(i, n− 1) = gi (i = 1, . . . , n− 2), M(0, n− 1) = g
0
0 and M(0, 1, . . . , n− 2) =
yZ. This is a 0 cone. In the following move ∀ chooses the base of the cone
(0, . . . , n−2) and demands a node n with M2(i, n) = gi (i = 1, . . . , n−2), and
M2(0, n) = g
−1
0 . ∃ must choose a label for the edge (n + 1, n) of M2. It must
be a red atom rmk, m, k ∈ N. Since −1 < 0, then by the ‘order preserving’
condition we have m < k. In the next move ∀ plays the face (0, . . . , n − 2)
and demands a node n + 1, with M3(i, n) = gi (i = 1, . . . , n − 2), such that
M3(0, n+ 2) = g
−2
0 . Then M3(n + 1, n) and M3(n + 1, n− 1) both being red,
the indices must match. M3(n + 1, n) = rlk and M3(n + 1, r − 1) = rkm with
l < m ∈ N. In the next round ∀ plays (0, 1, . . . n − 2) and re-uses the node
2 such that M4(0, 2) = g
−3
0 . This time we have M4(n, n − 1) = rjl for some
j < l < m ∈ N. Continuing in this manner leads to a decreasing sequence in
N. By the previous theorem we are through.
Proof for squareness: [28]. It also suffices to show by the previous
theorem that there is a countable atomic A ∈ RCAn such that CmAtA /∈
SNrnCAn+3. Take the finite rainbow cylindric algebra R(Γ) as defined in [14,
Definition 3.6.9], where Γ (the reds) is taken to be the complete irreflexive
graph m, and the greens are {gi : 1 ≤ i < n− 1}∪ {g
i
0 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1} so that
G is the complete irreflexive graph n+ 1.
Call this finite rainbow n–dimensional cylindric algebra, based on G = n+1
and R = n, CAn+1,n and denote its finite atom structure by Atf . One then
replaces each red colour used in constructing CAn+1,n by infinitely many with
superscripts from ω, getting a weakly representable atom structure At, that
is, the term algebra TmAt is representable. The resulting atom structure
(with ω–many reds), call it At, is the rainbow atom structure that is like the
atom structure of the (atomic set) algebra denoted by A in [17, Definition 4.1]
except that we have n + 1 greens and not infinitely many as is the case in
[17]. Everything else is the same. In particular, the rainbow signature [14,
Definition 3.6.9] now consists of gi : 1 ≤ i < n − 1, g
i
0 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1,
wi : i < n− 1, r
t
kl : k < l < n, t ∈ ω, binary relations, and n − 1 ary relations
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yS, S ⊆ n+ 1. There is a shade of red ρ; the latter is a binary relation that is
outside the rainbow signature. But ρ is used as a label for coloured graphs built
during a ‘rainbow game’, and in fact, ∃ can win the rainbow ω–rounded game
and she builds an n–homogeneous (coloured graph) model M as indicated in
the above outline by using ρ when she is forced a red [17, Proposition 2.6,
Lemma 2.7]. Then TmAt is representable as a set algebra with unit nM ; this
can be proved exactly as in [17]. In fact, TmAt ⊆ A, with A as described in
the preceding outline.
We next embed CAn+1,n into the complex algebra CmAt, the Dedekind-
MacNeille completion of TmAt. Let CRGf denote the class of coloured graphs
on Atf and CRG be the class of coloured graph on At. We can assume that
CRGf ⊆ CRG. Write Ma for the atom that is the (equivalence class of the)
surjection a : n → M , M ∈ CGR. Here we identify a with [a]; no harm will
ensue. We define the (equivalence) relation ∼ on At by Mb ∼ Na, (M,N ∈
CGR) ⇐⇒ they are everywhere identical exacept possibly at red edges
Ma(a(i), a(j)) = r
l ⇐⇒ Nb(b(i), b(j)) = r
k, for some l, k ∈ ω.
We say thatMa is a copy of Nb ifMa ∼ Nb. Now we define a map Θ : CAn+1,n =
CmAtf to CmAt, by specifing first its values on Atf , via Ma 7→
∑
jM
(j)
a ; where
M
(j)
a is a copy of Ma; each atom maps to the suprema of its copies. (If Ma
has no red edges, then by
∑
jM
(j)
a , we understand Ma). This map is extended
to CAn+1,n the obvious way. The map Θ is well–defined, because CmAt is
complete. It is not hard to show that the map Θ is an injective homomorphim.
One next proves that ∀ has a winning strategy for ∃ in Gn+3At(CAn+1,n)
using the usual rainbow strategy by bombarding ∃ with cones having the same
base and distinct green tints. He needs n+ 3 nodes to implement his winning
strategy. In fact he need n+ 3 nodes to force a win in the weaker game Gn+3ω
without the need to resue the nodes in play. Then by lemma 3.7, this implies
that CAn+1,n /∈ SNrnCAn+3. Since CAn+1,n embeds into CmAt, hence CmAt is
outside SNrnCAn+3, too.
For 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω, the statement Ψ(l, m) is the negation of a special
case of an omitting types theorem which we define next:
Definition 3.9. Let 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω. Let T be an Ln theory in a signature
L and Σ be a set of L–formulas.
(1) We say that T m–omits Σ, if there exists an injective homomorphism
f : A→ ℘(V ) where M =
⋃
s∈V rng(s) is an m–square representation of
FmT , and
⋂
φ∈Σ f(φT ) = ∅.
(2) We say that T l-isolates Σ, if there exists a formula φ using l variables,
such that φ is consistent with T , and T |= φ→ Σ. If not, we say that T
l–locally omits Σ.
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Let λ be a cardinal. Then OTT(l, m, λ) is the statement:
If T is a countable Ln theory, X = (Γi : i < λ) is family of types, such that
T , l–locally omits Γi using at most l variables for each i ∈ λ, then T , m–omits
Σi for each i < λ.
Let n < 2 ≤ l < m ≤ ω. Then it is not hard to see that if T is atomic, then
¬OTT(l, m, 1) ⇐⇒ Ψ(l, m)) by taking the one type consisting of co–atoms.
Henceforth, by OTT(l, m, 1) we exclusively mean that the theory involved is
atomic and the one non–principal type to be omitted is that consisting of the
co–atoms (of FmT ). For 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω, we denote ¬OTT(l, m, 1)
by VT(l, m), which we read as Vaught’s theorem holds at l and m. By
VT(ω, ω) we undertand Vaught’s theorem for first order logic in the following
form (which can be seen as a limiting case of VT(l, m) when l → ω andm = ω):
Any countable atomic Lω,ω theory in a signature having countably many rela-
tion symbols of arity ≤ n has an atomic model.
From theorem 3.8 we immediately get:
Corollary 3.10. Let 2 < n ≤ l < ω and k ≥ 3. Then VT(l, ω) and VT(n, n+3)
are false.
Next we formulate the logical counterpart of [11, Problem 2.12] and theo-
rem 3.6. But first a definition. By a logic L we understand a fragment of first
order logic.
Definition 3.11. A formula schema in a logic L is a formula σ(R1, . . . , Rk)
where R1, . . . , Rk are relation symbol. An ω instance or even simply an in-
stance of σ is a formula of the form σ(χ1, . . . , χk) where χ1, . . . , χk are formulas
and each Ri is replaced by χi .A formula schema is called type–free valid if all
of its instances are valid.
Here type–free valid formula schema is a new notion of validity defined by
Henkin et al. [11, Remark 4.3.65, Problem 4.16], [13, p. 487]. For provability
we use the proof system in [11, p. 157, §4.3]. For l ∈ ω, we write ⊢l for
‘provability using l variables.’
Theorem 3.12. 1. For any m > 3 there exists a 3–variable type free valid
formula schema that cannot be proved using m− 1 variables, but can be
proved using m variables.
2. Assume that for any m > 3, there exists a finite relation algebra Rm with
strong m − 1 blur but no infinite m–dimensional hyperbasis. Then for
every m > 3, there is an L3 atomic and countable theory T such that the
non-principal type Γ consisting of co–atoms is realizable in every m–flat-
model of T , but cannot be isolated using only m − 1 variables. That is
any witness of Γ must contain at least m variables.
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Proof. The two items depend on the existence of certain finite relation algebras.
For the first item such relation algebras are constructed by Hirsch and
Hodkinson [13]. Fix finite m > 3. For each r ∈ ω, a finite relation algebra
denoted by A(m − 1, r) in [13, Definition 15.2] is proved to have an m − 1–
dimensional hyperbasis but no m–dimensional hyperbasis, cf. [13, Theorem
15.1]. Let Cr be the algebra Ca(H), where H = H
m
3 (A(m−1, r), ω)) is the CA3
atom structure consisting of all m–wide 3–dimensional wide ω hypernetworks
[13, Definition 12.21] on A(m − 1, r), so that Cr ∈ CA3. It is proved in [13],
that for any r ∈ ω, Cr ∈ Nr3CAm−1, Cr /∈ SNr3CAm and Πr/UCr ∈ RCA3, cf.
[13, Corollaries 15.7, 5.10, Exercise 2, pp. 484, Remark 15.13]. In particular,
we have (+): for any positive k, SNr3CA3+k+1 is not finitely axiomatizable over
SNr3CA3+k.
Now using this non–finite axiomatizability result, we prove the required in
the first item. If φ is a 3–variable formula and τ(φ) is its corresponding term
in the language of CA3 as defined in [11, Definition 4.3.55], then SNr3CA3+k |=
τ(φ) = 1 ⇐⇒⊢3+k φ. So for any k ≥ 1, there is no finite set of formulas of
L3 whose set Σ of instances satisfies Σ ⊢3+k φ ⇐⇒⊢3+k+1 φ, for the existence
of such a set of formulas would imply finite axiomatizability by equations of
SNr3CA3+k+1 over SNr3CA3+k since every schema translates into an equation
in the language of CA3 and this contradicts (+). This plainly implies the
required.
For the second item, asume tha Rm as in the hypothesis exist. Since Rm
has anm−1 blur (J, E), thenBb(Rm, J, E) has anm−1-dimensional cylindric
basis, but CmAtBb(Rm, J, E) does not have an infinite m–dimensional hyper-
basis, seeing as how Rm does not have such a hyperbasis, and Rm embeds into
CmAtBb(Rm, J, E).
If there is such an Rm, with (J, E) being a strong m − 1 blur, then the
algebra Bb3(Rm, J, E) ∈ RCA3 will give the required theory. Any atomic and
countable (consistent) theory T such that FmT ∼= Bb3(Rm, J, E) will fit the
bill.
An equivalent formulation of VT(l, m): Fix 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω. We
now give an equivalent formulation of VT(l, m), which is the one described
briefly in the introduction, addressing the the logic Ll which is a first order
definable expansions of Ln. Such fragments were initially approached by Jon-
sson in the context of relation algebras, and further studied by B´ıro, Givant,
Ne´meti, Tarski, Sa´gi and others. The original purpose was to tame unruly be-
haviour of RRA and RCAn like non–finite axiomatizability, but Biro [5] showed
that such (finite first order definable expansions) are inadequate to achieve
this aim.
The logic Ll is an n–variable logic that is obtained from Ln by adding new
first order definable connectives. The analogous expansions for the calculas of
relations L× is approached in [5, 15]. Each such connective is definable by a first
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order formula using ≤ l variables with at most n free. The formation rule of
formulas is defined inductively the expected way. For example if c is an n–ary
connective and φ0, . . . φn−1 are n formulas, then c(φ0, . . . , φn−1) is a formula.
Now take the special case when Ll is the first order definable expansion of Ln
by adding ≤ n–ary connectives for every first order formula using l variables
with free variables among the first n. The logics Ll and Ln have the same
signature; its only that Ll has more first order definable connectives. Assume
without loss that the signature consists of a single binary relation R.
Accordingly, the models of Ll are the same as the models of Ln. If M =
(M,R), with R ⊆ M ×M is such a model, then R is interpreted to be the
same binary relation R ⊆ M ×M in Ll and Ln. The semantics of a newly
introduced (first order definable) connective is defined by its defining formula.
For example if Ψ defines the unary connective c, say, then the semantics of c
in a model M, is (inductively) defined for s ∈ nM by: c(φ)[s] ⇐⇒ (M,ΨM) |=
φ[s],, where ΨM is the set of all n–ary assignments satisfying Ψ in M, that is,
ΨM = {s ∈ nM : M |= Ψ[s]}.
We denote the statement ‘any countable atomic Ll theory has an m–square
atomic model’ by VT(Ll, m). Then VT(Ll, m) is equivalent ¬Φ(l, m), with
Φ(l, m) as defined in the introduction. To unify notation, denote Lω,ω by Lω.
Identifying VT(Lω, ω) with VT(ω, ω), the ‘square version’ of the second item
of theorem 3.12 can be reformulated as:
Theorem 3.13. If for each 3 < m < ω, there exist a finite relation algebra Rm
having m− 1 strong blur and no m–dimensional relational basis (equivalently
m–square representation), then for 3 ≤ l < m and l = m = ω, VT(Ll, m)
holds ⇐⇒ l = m = ω.
4 Positive results
Throughout this section, unless otherwise indicated, n is finite ordinal > 2.
We prove several positive omitting types theorem for Ln which, as indicated
in the introduction, can be viewed as a multi–dimensional modal logic. For
any ordinal α, following [11], Csα denotes the class of cylindric set algebras
of dimension α and Gsα denotes the class of generalized cylindric set algebras
of dimension n, whose top elements are generalized α–dimensional catesian
spaces.
We start by recalling certain cardinals that play a key role in (positive)
omitting types theorems for Lω,ω. Let covK be the cardinal used in [26, Theo-
rem 3.3.4]. The cardinal p satisfies ω < p ≤ 2ω and has the following property:
If λ < p, and (Ai : i < λ) is a family of meager subsets of a Polish space X (of
which Stone spaces of countable Boolean algebras are examples) then
⋃
i∈λAi
is meager. For the definition and required properties of p, witness [10, pp. 3,
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pp. 44-45, corollary 22c]. Both cardinals covK and p have an extensive litera-
ture. It is consistent that ω < p < covK ≤ 2ω [10], so that the two cardinals
are generally different, but it is also consistent that they are equal; equality
holds for example in the Cohen real model of Solovay and Cohen. Martin’s
axiom implies that both cardinals are the continuum.
Next we formulate the algebraic version of an omitting types theorem
counting in countable infinite dimensions:
Definition 4.1. Let α be any ordinal and λ be a cardinal. If A ∈ RCAα and
X = (Xi : i < λ) is family of subsets of A, we say that X is omitted in C ∈ Gsα,
if there exists an isomorphism f : A→ C such that
⋂
f(Xi) = ∅ for all i < λ.
When we want to stress the role of f , we say that X is omitted in C via f . If
X ⊆ A and
∏
X = 0, then we refer to X as a non-principal type of A.
To prove the main result on positive omitting types theorems, we need the
following lemma due to Shelah:
Lemma 4.2. Assume that λ is an infinite regular cardinal. Suppose that T is
a first order theory, |T | ≤ λ and φ is a formula consistent with T , then there
exist models Mi : i <
λ2, each of cardinality λ, such that φ is satisfiable in
each, and if i(1) 6= i(2), a¯i(l) ∈ Mi(l), l = 1, 2,, tp(a¯l(1)) = tp(a¯l(2)), then there
are pi ⊆ tp(a¯l(i)), |pi| < λ and pi ⊢ tp(a¯l(i)) (tp(a¯) denotes the complete type
realized by the tuple a¯)
Proof. [30, Theorem 5.16, Chapter IV].
In the next theorem n < ω:
Theorem 4.3. Let A ∈ ScNrnCAω be countable. Let λ < 2
ω and let X = (Xi :
i < λ) be a family of non-principal types of A. Then the following hold:
1. If A ∈ NrnCAω and the Xis are maximal non–principal ultrafilters, then
X can be omitted in a Gsn. Furthrmore, the condition of maximality
cannot be dispensed with,
2. Every subfamily of X of cardinality < p can be omitted in a Gsn; in
particular, every countable subfamily of X can be omitted in a Gsn,
3. If A is simple, then every subfamily of X of cardinlity < covK can be
omitted in a Csn,
4. It is consistent, but not provable (in ZFC), that X can be omitted in a
Gsn,
5. If A ∈ NrnCAω and |X| < p, then X can be omitted ⇐⇒ every countable
subfamily of X can be omitted. If A is simple, we can replace p by covK.
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6. If A is atomic, not necessarily countable, but have countably many atoms,
then any family of non–principal types can be omitted in an atomic Gsn;
in particular, X can be omitted in an atomic Gsn; if A is simple, we can
replace Gsn by Csn.
Proof. For the first item we prove the special case when κ = ω. The general
case follows from the fact that (*) below holds for any infinite regular cardinal.
We assume that A is simple (a condition that can be easily removed). We have∏BXi = 0 for all i < κ because, A is a complete subalgebra of B. Since B is
a locally finite, we can assume that B = FmT for some countable consistent
theory T . For each i < κ, let Γi = {φ/T : φ ∈ Xi}.
Let F = (Γj : j < κ) be the corresponding set of types in T . Then each
Γj (j < κ) is a non-principal and complete n-type in T , because each Xj is a
maximal filter in A = NrnB. (*) Let (Mi : i < 2
ω) be a set of countable models
for T that overlap only on principal maximal types; these exist by lemma 4.2.
Asssume for contradiction that for all i < 2ω, there exists Γ ∈ F, such
that Γ is realized in Mi. Let ψ : 2
ω → ℘(F), be defined by ψ(i) = {F ∈ F :
F is realized in Mi}. Then for all i < 2
ω, ψ(i) 6= ∅. Furthermore, for i 6= j,
ψ(i) ∩ ψ(j) = ∅, for if F ∈ ψ(i) ∩ ψ(j), then it will be realized in Mi and Mj,
and so it will be principal.
This implies that |F| = 2ω which is impossible. Hence we obtain a model
M |= T omitting X in which φ is satisfiable. The map f defined from A = FmT
to CsMn (the set algebra based on M [11, 4.3.4]) via φT 7→ φ
M, where the latter
is the set of n–ary assignments in M satisfying φ, omits X. Injectivity follows
from the facts that f is non–zero and A is simple.
For the second part of (1), we construct an atomic B ∈ NrnCAω with
uncountably many atoms that is not completely representable. This implies
that the maximality condition cannot be dispensed with; else the set of co–
atoms of B call it X will be a non–principal type that cannot be omitted,
because any Gsn omitting X yields a complete representation of B, witness
the last paragraph in [26]. The construction is taken from [24].
Let κ be an infinite cardinal. We specify the atoms and forbidden triples.
The atoms are Id, gi0 : i < 2
κ and rj : 1 ≤ j < κ, all symmetric. The
forbidden triples of atoms are all permutations of (Id, x, y) for x 6= y, (rj, rj , rj)
for 1 ≤ j < κ and (gi0, g
i′
0 , g
i∗
0 ) for i, i
′, i∗ < 2κ. In other words, we forbid all the
monochromatic triangles.
Write g0 for {g
i
0 : i < 2
κ} and r+ for {rj : 1 ≤ j < κ}. Call this atom
structure α. Let R = Tm(α) We claim that R has no complete representation.
Assume for contradiction that R has a complete representation M . Let x, y
be points in the representation with M |= r1(x, y). For each i < 2
κ, there is a
point zi ∈M such thatM |= g
i
0(x, zi)∧r1(zi, y). Let Z = {zi : i < 2
κ}. Within
Z there can be no edges labelled by r0 so each edge is labelled by one of the
κ atoms in r+. The Erdos-Rado theorem forces the existence of three points
z1, z2, z3 ∈ Z such that M |= rj(z
1, z2) ∧ rj(z
2, z3) ∧ rj(z
3, z1), for some single
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j < κ. This contradicts the definition of composition in R (since we avoided
monochromatic triangles).
Let S be the set of all atomic R-networks N with nodes κ such that {ri :
1 ≤ i < κ : ri is the label of an edge in N} is finite. Then it is straightforward
to show S is an amalgamation class, that is for allM,N ∈ S ifM ≡ij N , there
is L ∈ S with M ≡i L ≡j N . So Ca(S) ∈ CAω. Now let X be the set of finite
R-networks N with nodes ⊆ κ such that: (1) each edge of N is either (a) an
atom of A or (b) a cofinite subset of r+ = {rj : 1 ≤ j < κ} or (c) a cofinite
subset of g0 = {g
i
0 : i < 2
κ} and
(2) N is ‘triangle-closed’, i.e. for all l, m, n ∈ nodes(N) we have N(l, n) ≤
N(l, m);N(m,n). That means if an edge (l, m) is labelled by Id then N(l, n) =
N(m,n) and if N(l, m), N(m,n) ≤ g0 then N(l, n) · g0 = 0 and if N(l, m) =
N(m,n) = rj (some 1 ≤ j < ω) then N(l, n)·rj = 0. ForN ∈ X let N
′ ∈ Ca(S)
be defined by
{L ∈ S : L(m,n) ≤ N(m,n) for m,n ∈ nodes(N)}.
For i ∈ ω, let N↾−i be the subgraph of N obtained by deleting the node i. If
N ∈ X, i < ω, then ciN
′ = (N↾−i)
′. We omit this part of the proof.
Now let X ′ = {N ′ : N ∈ X} ⊆ Ca(S). Then the subalgebra of Ca(S)
generated by X ′ is obtained from X ′ by closing under finite unions. Clearly all
these finite unions are generated by X ′. We must show that the set of finite
unions of X ′ is closed under all cylindric operations. Closure under unions is
given. For N ′ ∈ X we have −N ′ =
⋃
m,n∈nodes(N)N
′
mn where Nmn is a network
with nodes {m,n} and labeling Nmn(m,n) = −N(m,n). Nmn may not belong
to X but it is equivalent to a union of at most finitely many members of X .
The diagonal dij ∈ Ca(S) is equal to N
′ where N is a network with nodes
{i, j} and labeling N(i, j) = Id. Closure under cylindrification is given.
Let C be the subalgebra of Ca(S) generated byX ′. Then we claim thatB =
Ra(C). To see why, each element of R is a union of a finite number of atoms,
possibly a co-finite subset of g0 and possibly a co-finite subset of r+. Clearly
A ⊆ Ra(C). Conversely, each element z ∈ Ra(C) is a finite union
⋃
N∈F N
′,
for some finite subset F of X , satisfying ciz = z, for i > 1. Let i0, . . . , ik be
an enumeration of all the nodes, other than 0 and 1, that occur as nodes of
networks in F . Then, ci0 . . . cikz =
⋃
N∈F ci0 . . . cikN
′ =
⋃
N∈F (N↾{0,1})
′ ∈ R.
So Ra(C) ⊆ A. R is relation algebra reduct of C ∈ CAω but has no complete
representation. Let B = NrnC (2 < n < ω). Then B ∈ NrnCAω is atomic, but
it has no complete representation.
For (2) and (3), we can assume that A ⊆c NrnB, B ∈ Lfω. We work in B.
Using the notation on [26, p. 216 of proof of Theorem 3.3.4] replacing FmT
by B, we have H =
⋃
i∈λ
⋃
τ∈V Hi,τ where λ < p, and V is the weak space
ωω(Id), can be written as a countable union of nowhere dense sets, and so can
the countable union G =
⋃
j∈ω
⋃
x∈BGj,x.
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So for any a 6= 0, there is an ultrafilter F ∈ Na ∩ (S \H∪G) by the Baire
category theorem. This induces a homomorphism fa : A→ Ca, Ca ∈ Csn that
omits the given types, such that fa(a) 6= 0. (First one defines f with domain
B as on p.216, then restricts f to A obtaining fa the obvious way.) The map
g : A→ Pa∈A\{0}Ca defined via x 7→ (ga(x) : a ∈ A\{0})(x ∈ A) is as required.
In case A is simple, then by properties of covK, S \ (H ∪G) is non–empty, so
if F ∈ S \ (H∪G), then F induces a non–zero homomorphism f with domain
A into a Csn omitting the given types. By simplicity of A, f is injective.
To prove independence, it suffices to show that covK many types may not
be omitted because it is consistent that covK < 2ω. Fix 2 < n < ω. Let T
be a countable theory such that for this given n, in Sn(T ), the Stone space of
n–types, the isolated points are not dense. It is not hard to find such theories.
One such (simple) theory is the following: Let (Ri : i ∈ ω) be a countable
family of unary relations and for each disjoint and finite subsets J, I ⊆ ω,
let φI,J be the formula expressing ‘there exists v such that Ri(v) holds for
all i ∈ I and ¬Rj(v) holds for all j ∈ J . Let T be the following countable
theory {φI,J : I, J as above }. Using a simple compactness argument one can
show that T is consistent. Furthermore, for each n ∈ ω, Sn(T ) does not have
isolated types at all, hence of course the isolated types are not dense in Sn(T )
for all n. Algebraically, this means that if A = FmT , then for all n ∈ ω, NrnA
is atomless. (Another example, is the theory of random graphs.)
This condition excludes the existence of a prime model for T because T
has a prime model ⇐⇒ the isolated points in Sn(T ) are dense for all n. A
prime model which in this context is an atomic model, omits any family of non–
principal types (see the proof of the last item). We do not want this to happen.
Using exactly the same argument in [6, Theorem 2.2(2)], one can construct a
family P of non–principal 0–types (having no free variable) of T , such that
|P | = covK and P cannot be omitted. Let A = FmT and for p ∈ P , let Xp =
{φ/T : φ ∈ p}. Then Xp ⊆ NrnA, and
∏
Xp = 0, because NrnA is a complete
subalgebra of A. Then we claim that for any 0 6= a, there is no set algebra C
with countable base and g : A → C such that g(a) 6= 0 and
⋂
x∈Xp
f(x) = ∅.
To see why, let B = NrnA. Let a 6= 0. Assume for contradiction, that there
exists f : B → D′, such that f(a) 6= 0 and
⋂
x∈Xi
f(x) = ∅. We can assume
that B generates A and that D′ = NrnB, where B ∈ Lfω. Let g = Sg
A×Bf .
We show that g is a homomorphism with dom(g) = A, g(a) 6= 0, and g
omits P , and for this, it suffices to show by symmetry that g is a function
with domain A. It obviously has co–domain B. Settling the domain is easy:
domg = domSgA×Bf = SgAdomf = SgANrnA = A.
Let K = {A ∈ CAω : A = Sg
ANrnA}(⊆ Lfω). We show that K is
closed under finite dirct products. Assume that C, D ∈ K, then we have
SgC×DNrα(C×D) = Sg
C×D(NrnC×NrnD) = Sg
CNrnC×Sg
DNrnD = C×D.
Observe that
(a, b) ∈ g ∧∆[(a, b)] ⊆ n =⇒ f(a) = b.
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Indeed (a, b) ∈ NrnSg
A×Bf = SgNrn(A×B)f = SgNrαA×NrnBf = f. Now sup-
pose that (x, y), (x, z) ∈ g. Let k ∈ ω \n. Let ⊕ denote ‘symmetric difference’.
Then (0, ck(y ⊕ z)) = (ck0, ck(y ⊕ z)) = ck(0, y ⊕ z) = ck((x, y)⊕ (x, z)) ∈ g.
Also, ck(0, ck(y ⊕ z)) = (0, ck(y ⊕ z)). Thus by (*) we have f(0) = ck(y ⊕ z)
for any k ∈ ω \ n. Hence ck(y ⊕ z) = 0 and so y = z. We have shown that
g is a function, g(a) 6= 0, domg = A and g omits P . This contradicts that
P , by its construction, cannot be omitted. Assuming Martin’s axiom, we get
covK = p = 2ω; together with the above arguments this proves (4).
We now prove (5). Let A = NrnD, D ∈ Lfω is countable. Let λ < p. Let
X = (Xi : i < λ) be as in the hypothesis. Let T be the corresponding first
order theory, so that D ∼= FmT . Let X
′ = (Γi : i < λ) be the family of non–
principal types in T corresponding to X. If X′ is not omitted, then there is a
(countable) realizing tree for T , hence there is a realizing tree for a countable
subfamily of X′ in the sense of [6, Definition 3.1], hence a countable subfamily
of X′ cannot be omitted. Let Xω ⊆ X be the corresponding countable subset
of X. Assume that Xω can be omitted in a Gsn, via f say. Then by the same
argument used in proving item (4) f can be lifted to FmT omitting X
′, which
is a contradiction. We leave the part when A is simple to the reader.
For (6): If A ∈ SnNrnCAω, is atomic and has countably many atoms, then
any complete representation of A, equivalently, an atomic representation of A,
equivalently, a representation of A omitting the set of co–atoms is as required.
If A is simple and completely representable, then it is completely represented
by a Csn, and we are done.
4.1 Omitting types for infinitary logics
Here we adress omitting types theorems for certain infinitary extensions of first
order logic. Our treatment remains to be purely algebraic. We start with a
definition:
Definition 4.4. Let α be an ordinal.
(1) A weak space of dimension α is a set V of the form {s ∈ αU : |{i ∈
α : si 6= pi}| < ω} where U is a non–empty set and p ∈
αU . We denote
V by αU (p).
(2) We write Gwsα short hand for the class of generalized weak set algebras
as defined in [11, Definition 3.1.2, item (iv)]. By definition Gwsα =
SPWsα, where Wsα denotes the class of weak set algebra of dimension
α. The top elements of Gwsαs are generalized weak spaces of dimension
α; these are disjoint unions of weak spaces of the same dimension.
(3) For α ≥ ω, we let Dcα denote the class of dimension complemented
CAαs, so that A ∈ Dcα ⇐⇒ α \∆x is infinite for every x ∈ A.
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(4) Let A ∈ CAα. Let K ∈ {Gsα,Gwsα}. Then A is completely repre-
sentable with respect to K, if there exists C ∈ K, and an isomorphism
f : A → C such that for all X ⊆ A, f(
∑
X) =
⋃
x∈X f(x), whenever∑
X exists in A. In this case, we say that A is completely representable
via f .
It can be easily proved that A is completely representable via f : A → C,
where C has top element V ⇐⇒ A is atomic and f is atomic in the sense
that f(
∑
AtA) =
⋃
x∈AtA f(x) = V , where AtA denotes the set of atoms of A.
Let α be a countable infinite ordinal. In the first item of the next theorem
we show that Vaught’s theorem, hence the omitting types theorem fails for
an algebraizable formalism of first order logic denoted by Lα in [11, §4.3].
In the second item imposing an algebraic condition and guarding semantics
using Gwsα instead of Gsα, we get instead a positive result. The third and
fourth items show that the countability condition cannot be omitted from the
stipulated conditions in the second item. In fact they say more: Vaught’s
theorem fails for uncountable Lα theories.
We need a piece of notation: Let β > α be any ordinals. If A ∈ CAβ, then
RdαA is the CAα with the same universe as A and operations, besides the
Boolean operations, are restricted to (the cylindrifiers) ci, (and the diagonal
elements) dij with i, j < α.
Theorem 4.5. Let α be a countable infinite ordinal.
1. There exists a countable atomic A ∈ RCAα such that the non–principal
types of co–atoms cannot be omitted in a Gsα,
2. If A ∈ ScNrαCAα+ω is countable, λ a cardinal < p and X = (Xi : i < λ)
is a family of non–principal types, then X can be omited in a Gwsα (in
the sense of the above definition upon replacing Gsα by Gwsα). If A is
simple, and A ∈ NrαCAα+ω, then we can replace p by covK,
3. There exists an atomic A ∈ RCAα such that its Dedekind–MacNeille
completion, namely, CmAtA is not in SNrαCAα+k for any k ≥ 3. Fur-
thermore, A is not completely representable with respect to Gwsα,
4. There exists an atomic A ∈ NrαCAα+ω with uncountably many atoms
such that A has no complete representation with respect to Gwsα.
Proof. (1) Using exactly the same argument in [12], one shows that if C ∈ CAω
is completely representable C |= d01 < 1, then AtC = 2
ω. The argument is as
follows: Suppose that C |= d01 < 1. Then there is s ∈ h(−d01) so that if x = s0
and y = s1, we have x 6= y. Fix such x and y. For any J ⊆ ω such that 0 ∈ J ,
set aJ to be the sequence with ith co-ordinate is x if i ∈ J , and is y if i ∈ ω \J .
By complete representability every aJ is in h(1
C) and so it is in h(x) for some
unique atom x, since the representation is an atomic one. Let J, J ′ ⊆ ω be
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distinct sets containing 0. Then there exists i < ω such that i ∈ J and i /∈ J ′.
So aJ ∈ h(d0i) and a
′
J ∈ h(−d0i), hence atoms corresponding to different aJ ’s
with 0 ∈ J are distinct. It now follows that |AtC| = |{J ⊆ ω : 0 ∈ J}| = 2ω.
Take D ∈ Csω with universe ℘(
ω2). Then D |= d01 < 1 and plainly D
is completely representable. Using the downward Lo¨wenheim–Skolem–Tarski
theorem, take a countable elementary subalgebra B of D. This is possible
because the signature of CAω is countable. Then in B we have B |= d01 < 1
because B ≡ C. But B cannot be completely representable, because if it were
then by the above argument, we get that |AtB| = 2ω, which is impossible
because B is countable.
(2) Now we prove the second item, which is a generalization of [26, Theorem
3.2.4]. Though the generalization is strict, in the sense that Dcω ( ScNrωCAω+ω
1 the proof is the same. Without loss, we can take α = ω. Let A ∈ CAω be
as in the hypothesis. For brevity, let β = ω + ω. By hypothesis, we have
A ⊆c NrαD, with D ∈ CAβ.
We can also assume that D ∈ Dcβ by replacing, if necessary, D by Sg
DA.
Since A is a complete sublgebra of NrωD which in turn is a complete subalgebra
ofD, we have A ⊆c D. Thus given < p non–principal types in A they stay non–
principal in D. Next one proceeds like in op.cit since D ∈ Dcβ is countable;
this way omitting any X consisting of < p non–principal types.
For all non-zero a ∈ D, there exists B ∈ Wsβ and a homomorphism fa :
D → B (not necessarily injective) such that fa(a) 6= ∅ and fa omits X. Let
C = Pa∈D,a6=0Ba ∈ Gwsβ . Define g : D → C by g(x) = (fa(x) : a ∈ D \ {0}),
and then relativize g to A as follows:
Let W be the top element of C. Then W =
⋃
i∈I
βU
(pi)
i , where pi ∈
βUi and
βU
(pi)
i ∩
βU
(pj)
j , for i 6= j ∈ I. Let V =
⋃
i∈I
αU
(pi↾α)
i . For s ∈ V , s ∈
αU
(pi↾α)
i
(for a unique i), let s+ = s ∪ pi ↾ β \ α. Now define f : A → ℘(V ), via
a 7→ {s ∈ V : s+ ∈ g(a)}. Then f is as required.
Now assume that A is simple, with A = NrαD and D ∈ Dcβ . It suffices
to show that D is simple, too. Consider the function F (I) = I ∩ A, I an
ideal in D. It is straightforward to check that F establishes an isomorphism
between the lattice of ideals in D and the lattice of ideals of A (the order here
is of course ⊆), with inverse G(J) = IgD(J), J an ideal in A, cf. [11, Theorem
2.6.71, Remark 2.6.72]. Here IgDJ denotes the ideal ofD generated by J . Thus
A is simple ⇐⇒ D is simple.
(3) Throughout this item and the next one F denote a non–principal ul-
trafilter on ω \ 3. We lift the construction in theorem 3.8 proving Ψ(n, n+ 3)
to the transfinite using ultraproducts.
For each finite k ≥ 3, let A(k) be an atomic countable simple representable
CAk such thatB(k) = CmAtA(k) /∈ SNrkCAk+3.We know by that such algebras
1It is not hard to see that the full set algebra with universe ℘(ωω) is in NrωCAω+ω ⊆
ScNrωCAω+ω but it is not in Dcω because for any s ∈ ωU , ∆{s} = ω.
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exist by theorem 3.8. Let Ak be an (atomic) algebra having the signature of
CAω such that RdkAk = A(k). Analogously, let Bk be an algebra having
the signature of CAω such that RdkBk = B(k), and we require in addition
that Bk = Cm(AtAk). Let B = Πi∈ω\3Bi/F . It is easy to show that A =
Πi∈ω\3Ai/F ∈ RCAω. Furthermore, a direct computation gives:
CmAtA = Cm(At[Πi∈ω\3Ai/F ]) = Cm[Πi∈ω\3(AtAi)/F )]
= Πi∈ω\3(Cm(AtAi)/F ) = Πi∈ω\3Bi/F = B.
By the same token, we have B ∈ CAω. We now show that B is outside
SNrωCAω+3 proving the required. Assume for contradiction thatB ∈ SNrωCAω+3.
Then B ⊆ NrωC for some C ∈ CAω+3. Let 3 ≤ m < ω and let λ : m+3→ ω+3
be the function defined by λ(i) = i for i < m and λ(m+ i) = ω + i for i < 3.
Then we get (*) RdλC ∈ CAm+3 and RdmB ⊆ RdmRd
λC. It is straighfor-
ward to show that Bm embeds into RdmBt, whenever 3 ≤ m < t < ω. Call
this embedding It, so that It : Bm → RdmBt is an injective homomorphism.
Let ι(b) = (Itb : t ≥ m)/F for b ∈ Bm. Then ι is an injective homomorphism
that embeds Bm into RdmB. By (*) we know that RdmB ∈ SNrmCAm+3,
hence Bm ∈ SNrmCAm+3, too. This is a contradiction, and we are done.
(4) This time we lift the construction used in the first item of theorem 4.3
to the transfinite using essentially the same idea as in the previous item. For
each finite k ≥ 3, let C(k) be an algebra in NrkCAω having uncountably many
atoms that is not completely representable; such algebras were constructed in
the first item of theorem 4.3.
Let Ck be an algebra having the signature of CAω such that RdkCk =
C(k) = NrkDk, where Dk ∈ CAω. Let B = Πk∈ω\3Ci/F. We will prove that
B ∈ NrωCAω+ω, and that B is not completely representable with respect to
Gwsω.
Let Ak be an algebra having the signature of CAω+ω such thatRdωAk = Dk.
Then from [16, Lemma 3.2], we have Πk∈ω\3Ak/F ∈ CAω+ω. We now prove
that B ∼= Nrω(Πkω\3Ak/F ). Computing for each finite k ≥ 3:
RdkCk = C(k) ∼= NrkDk = NrkRdωAk = RdkNrωAk.
Then from [16, Lemma 3.3], using a standard Los´ argument we get: Πk∈ω\3Ck/F ∼=
Πk∈ω\3[NrωAk/F ] ∼= Nrω(Πk∈ω\3Ak/F ).We are through with the first required.
For the second part, we proceed as follows. Assume for contradiction that
B (which is atomic) is completely representable with respect to Gwsω, with
isomorphism f establishing the complete representation. Identifying set al-
gebras with their domain, we have f : B → ℘(V ), where V is a generalized
weak space. Let 3 ≤ m < ω. Then C = RdmB is completely representable, via
f ↾ C, by noting that Rdm℘(V ) ∼= ℘(W ) for someW ; a generalized space of di-
mension m, and that this isomorphism preserves infinite intersections. In more
detail, let U be the base of D = ℘(V ), that is U =
⋃
s∈V rng(s) and let d ∈ D,
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d 6= 0. Fix x ∈ d. For each s ∈ nU , let s+ = x ↾ (α \ n) ∪ s, then s+ ∈ αU .
For Y ∈ D, let gd(Y ) = {y ∈
nU : y+ ∈ Y }. Then gd : Rdm℘(V )→ ℘(
nU) is a
homomorphism that preserves infinite intersections, and gd(d) 6= 0. By taking
the direct product of images (varying non-zero d ∈ ℘(V )), we get an embed-
ding g : Rdm℘(V ) → C, where C ∈ Gsm and g preserves infinite intersections.
Then g ◦ (f ↾ C) is the desired complete representation of C = RdmB.
We have shown that for 3 ≤ m < ω, C = RdmB is completely repre-
sentable, with the complete representation induced by the complete represen-
ation of C.
From the finite dimensional case we have R = RaC, C ∈ CAω. Then, for any
2 < m < n < ω, the identity map is a complete embedding from C(m) = NrmC
to RdmNrnC = RdmC(n). Fix 2 < m < ω. For each finite k > m let Ik
be a complete embedding from C(m) into RdmC(k); we know that such an
embedding exists. Let ι(b) = (Ik(b) : k ∈ ω)/F for b ∈ C(m).
Then ι is a complete embedding from C(m) into RdmB = Rdm(ΠkCk/F ).
We can assume that C(m) ⊆c RdmB. We show that C(m) is completely
representable which leads to a contradiction finishing the proof. For brevity
denote RdmB by D and we identify set algebras with their universe. Let
f : D → ℘(V ) be a complete representation of D via f , where V is an n–
dimensional generalized space. We claim that g = f ↾ C(m) is the required
complete representation of C(m). Let X ⊆ C(m) be such that
∑C(m)X = 1.
Then by C(m) ⊆c D, we have
∑DX = 1. Furthermore, for all x ∈ X(⊆ C(m))
we have f(x) = g(x), so that
⋃
x∈X g(x) =
⋃
x∈X f(x) = V (since f is a
complete representation). This finishes the proof.
5 Vaught’s theorem and complete representa-
tions
Fix 2 < n < ω. Here we approach Vaught’s theorem for fragments of Ln and
variants of Lω,ω by proving positive results on complete representability for
various classes of cylindric–like algebras.
5.1 Complete representations
We denote the class of completely representable algebras with respect to Gwsα
by CRCAα.
The next lemma tells us that the notions of atomicity and complete rep-
resentation of an algebra are inherited by complete (hence dense) sublgebras.
The second part is formulated only for CAns, but it is valid for all classes of
algebras considered in what follows (with the same proof).
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Lemma 5.1. Let D be a Boolean algebra. Assume that A ⊆c D. If D is
atomic, then A is atomic [13, Lemma 2.16]. If D ∈ CRCAα, α any ordinal, is
completely representable, then A ∈ CRCAα.
Proof. Let A and D be as indicated. We show that A is atomic. Let a ∈ A
be non–zero. Then since D is atomic, there exists an atom d ∈ D, such that
d ≤ a. Let F = {x ∈ A : x ≥ d}. Then F is an ultrafilter of A. It is clear
that F is a filter. To prove maximality, assume that c ∈ A and c /∈ F , then
−c · d 6= 0, so 0 6= −c · d ≤ d, hence −c · d = d, because d is an atom in B,
thus d ≤ −c, and we get by definition that −c ∈ F . We have shown that F is
an ultrafilter. We now show that F is a principal ultrafilter in A, that is, it is
generated by an atom. Assume for contradiction that it is not, so that
∏A F
exists, because F is an ultrafilter and
∏A F = 0, because it is non–principal.
But A ⊆c D, so we obtain
∏A F =
∏D F = 0. This contradicts that 0 < d ≤ x
for all x ∈ F . Thus
∏A F = a′, a′ is an atom in A, a′ ∈ F and a′ ≤ a, because
a ∈ F . We have proved the first required.
Let A ⊆c D and assume that D is completely representable. We will
show that A is completely representable. Identifying set agebras with their
domain, let f : D → ℘(V ) be a complete representation of D where V is a
Gwsα unit. We claim that g = f ↾ A is a complete representation of A. The
argument used is the same argument used in the proof of the last item of
theorem 4.5. Let X ⊆ A be such that
∑AX = 1. Then by A ⊆c D, we have∑DX = 1. Furthermore, for all x ∈ X(⊆ A) we have f(x) = g(x), so that⋃
x∈X g(x) =
⋃
x∈X f(x) = V , since f is a complete representation, and we are
done.
For a class K of BAOs, we write K∩At for the class of atomic algebras in
K.
Theorem 5.2. Let α be an arbitary countable ordinal. Then the following
hold:
1. CRCAα ⊆ ScNrα(CAα+ω ∩At) ∩At ⊆ ScNrαCAα+ω ∩At,
2. If α < ω, and A ∈ CRCAα, then ∃ has a winning strategy in Gω(AtA)
and Gω(AtA),
3. All reverse inclusions and implications in the previous two items hold, if
A has countably many atoms, or α ≤ 2,
4. For α > 2, CRCAα ( NrαCAα+ω ∩At ( ScNrαCAα+ω ∩At,
5. If 2 < α < ω, then CRCAα ( ElCRCAα [12]. Furthermore, for any α <
ω, ElCRCAα = ElScNrα(CAω∩At) = ElScNrαCAω∩At = El(ScNrαCAω∩
At),
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6. For 2 < α < ω, ELCRCAα is not finitely axiomatizable.
Proof. The first inclusion in the first item: Let A ∈ CRCAα. Then A is atomic.
Assume that M is the base of a complete representation of A, whose unit is a
weak generalized space, that is, 1M =
⋃
nU
(pi)
i pi ∈
αUi, where
αU
(pi)
i ∩
αU
(pj)
j =
∅ for distinct i and j, in some index set I and there is an isomorphism t : B→
C, where C ∈ Gsα has unit 1
M, and t preserves arbitrary meets carrying them to
set–theoretic intersections. For i ∈ I, let Ei =
αU
(pi)
i . Take fi ∈
α+ωU
(qi)
i where
qi ↾ α = pi and let Wi = {f ∈
α+ωU
(qi)
i : |{k ∈ α + ω : f(k) 6= fi(k)}| < ω}.
Let Ci = ℘(Wi). Then Ci is atomic; indeed the atoms are the singletons.
Let x ∈ NrαCi, that is cix = x for all α ≤ i < α + ω. Now if f ∈ x and
g ∈ Wi satisfy g(k) = f(k) for all k < α, then g ∈ x. Hence NrαCi is atomic;
its atoms are {g ∈ Wi : {g(i) : i < α} ⊆ Ui}. Define hi : A → NrαCi by
hi(a) = {f ∈ Wi : ∃a
′ ∈ AtA, a′ ≤ a; (f(i) : i < α) ∈ t(a′)}. Let D = PiCi. Let
pii : D→ Ci be the ith projection map.
Now clearly D is atomic, because it is a product of atomic algebras, and
its atoms are (pii(β) : β ∈ At(Ci)). Now A embeds into NrαD via J : a 7→
(pii(a) : i ∈ I). If x ∈ NrαD, then for each i, we have pii(x) ∈ NrαCi, and if x is
non–zero, then pii(x) 6= 0. By atomicity of Ci, there is an α–ary tuple y, such
that {g ∈ Wi : g(k) = yk} ⊆ pii(x). It follows that there is an atom of b ∈ A,
such that x · J(b) 6= 0, and so the embedding is atomic, hence complete. We
have shown that A ∈ ScNrαCAα+ω∩At and we are done. The second inclusion
is straightforward, since ScNrα(CAα+ω ∩At) ⊆ ScNrαCAα+ω.
(2) follows from first item, together with lemma 3.7.
The first part of (3) follows by observing that, for any countable ordinal,
α, the class CRCAα coincides with the class of atomic algebras in ScNrαCAα+ω
having countably many atoms. This can be proved like the second item in
theorem 4.5: Assume that A ∈ ScNrαCAα+ω is atomic having countably many
atoms. Take B to be TmAtA, that is, B is the term algebra; the subalgebra
of A generated by the atoms. Then B is countable and atomic, and it is easy
to see that A ∈ CRCAα ⇐⇒ B ∈ CRCAα, because A and B share the same
completely representable atom structure. Take X to be the non–principal type
consisting of co–atoms in B. Then, like in the second item of theorem 4.5, B
is completely representable by any Gwsα omitting X , hence A ∈ CRCAα.
It is known [14, Proposition 3.8.1] that for α ≤ 2, CRCAα = RCAα ∩ At
hence, from the first item, we get that RCAα ∩At ⊆ ScNrα(CAα ∩At)∩At ⊆
ScNrαCAα ∩At ⊆ RCAα ∩At. This takes care of the second and last required
in the third item.
Item (4): Strictness of the first inclusion for 2 < α < ω, follows from
the example in the first item of theorem 4.3. The infinite dimensional case is
proved in the last part of theorem 4.5 by lifting the construction in the finite
dimensional case to the transfinite. The strictness of the second inclusion
follows from the construction in [29] which we briefly recall. Let α > 1. Let V
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be the weak space αQ(0), where 0 α-ary zero sequence and let A ∈ Wsα have
universe ℘(V ). Then A ∈ NrαCAα+ω. To see why let W =
α+ωQ(0), where 0 is
the α+ ω–ary zero sequence and let D = ℘(W ). Then the map θ : A→ ℘(D)
defined via a 7→ {s ∈ W : (s ↾ α) ∈ a}, is an injective homomorphism from A
intoRdαD that is onto NrαD. Let y = {s ∈ V : s0+1 =
∑
i>0 si} and for s ∈ y,
let ys be the singleton containing s, i.e. ys = {s}. Let B = Sg
A{y, ys : s ∈ y}.
Then it is proved in [29] that B is atomic, in fact B contains every singleton
{s} with s ∈ V . Sharing the same atom structure (consisting of the singletons
{s}, s ∈ V ),B ⊆d A and soB ⊆c A. ThusB ∈ ScNrαCAα+ω∩At because A ∈
NrαCAα+ω is atomic. As proved in [29], B /∈ ElNrαCAα+1(⊇ NrαCAα+ω ∩At)).
For the strictness of the first inclusion in item (5) we use the CAα based on
Z and N denoted by C in the first item of theorem 3.8. In op.cit, it is shown
that C /∈ ScNrαCAα+3(⊇ ScNrαCAω), so C is not completely representable by
the first item. In [28], it is proved that C ≡ B for some countable B ∈ CRCAα,
so C ∈ ElCRCAα ∼ CRCAα.
We prove the required equalities of the given classes for α < ω in item (5).
Define the class LCAα as follows: A ∈ LCAα ⇐⇒ A is atomic and ∃ has
a winning strategy in Gk(AtA) for all k < ω. Then this class is elementary
because a winning strategy for ∃ in Gk can be coded in first order sentence
ρk. We show that all the given classes coincide with this class, getting the
required. The class of atom structures of this class is studied in [14] under
the name of atom structures satisfying the ‘Lyndon conditions’. In the present
context, working on the ‘atomic algebras level’ the Lyndon conditions are just
the first order sentences {ρk : k ∈ ω}.
Assume that A ∈ LCAα. Take a countable elementary subalgebra C of A.
Since LCAα is elementary, then C ∈ LCAα, so for k < ω, ∃ has a winning
strategy ρk, in Gk(AtC). Let D be a non–principal ultrapower of C. Then ∃
has a winning strategy σ in Gω(AtD) — essentially she uses ρk in the k’th
component of the ultraproduct so that at each round of Gω(AtD), ∃ is still
winning in co–finitely many components, this suffices to show she has still not
lost. Now one can use an elementary chain argument to construct countable
elementary subalgebras C = A0  A1  . . .  . . .D in the following way.
One defines Ai+1 to be a countable elementary subalgebra of D containing
Ai and all elements of D that σ selects in a play of Gω(AtD) in which ∀
only chooses elements from Ai. Now let B =
⋃
i<ω Ai. This is a countable
elementary subalgebra of D, hence necessarily atomic, and ∃ has a winning
strategy in Gω(AtB), so B is completely representable. Thus A ≡ C ≡ B,
hence A ∈ ElCRCAα. We have shown that LCAα ⊆ ElCRCAα.
Now if A ∈ ScNrαCAω ∩At, then by lemma 3.7, ∃ has a winning strategy
in Gω(AtA), hence in Gω(AtA), a fortiori, in Gk(AtA) for all k < ω, so, by
definition, A ∈ LCAα. Since LCAα is elementary, we get that El(ScNrαCAω ∩
At) ⊆ LCAα. But CRCAα ⊆ ScNrαCAω ∩ At, hence LCAα = ElCRCAα ⊆
El(ScNrαCAω∩At) ⊆ LCAα. Now ScNrαCAω∩At ⊆ ElScNrαCAω∩At, and the
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latter class is elementary (ifK is elementary, thenK∩At is elementary because
atomicity is a first order property), so El(ScNrαCAω ∩At) ⊆ ElScNrαCAω ∩
At. Conversely, if C is in the last class, then C is atomic and C ≡ D, for
some D ∈ ScNrαCAω. Hence D is atomic, so D ∈ ScNrαCAω ∩ At, thus
C ∈ El(ScNrαCAω ∩At).
We have shown that ElScNrαCAω ∩At = El(ScNrαCAω ∩At) = LCAα =
ElCRCAα. Finally, by lemma 3.7, ScNrα(CAω∩At) ⊆ LCAα, so ElScNrα(CAω∩
At) ⊆ LCAα. The other inclusion follows from CRCAα ⊆ ScNrα(CAω ∩ At),
so LCAα = ElCRCAα ⊆ ElScNrα(CAω ∩At). We have shown that all classes
coincide with LCAα, which is the elementary closure of CRCAα, and we are
done.
Let 2 < α < ω. We prove the last required, namely, the non–finite axiom-
atizability of ElCRCAα(= LCAα). For each 2 < α ≤ l < ω, let Rl be the finite
Maddux algebra Ef(l)(2, 3) with strong l–blur (Jl, El) and f(l) ≥ l as specified
in the proof of the first item of theorem 3.6. Let Rl = Bb(Rl, Jl, El) ∈ RRA
and let Al = NrαBbl(Rl, Jl, El) ∈ RCAα. Then the sequence (AtAl : l ∈ ω \ α)
is a a sequence of weakly representable atom structures that are not strongly
representable with a completely representable ultraproduct. This sequence
witnesses non–finite axiomatizability of LCAα, because CmAtAl /∈ RCAα(⊇
LCAα), but Πl∈ω\αCmAtAl/F ∈ CRCAα ⊆ LCAα, since Πl∈ω\αCmAtAl/F ∼=
Cm[Πl∈ω\αAtAl/F ], and Πl∈ω\αAtAl/F is a completely representable atom struc-
ture.
5.2 Characterizing complete representations via atomic
dilations
In the first item of theorem 4.3, we showed that, for 2 < n < ω, there is
an atomic A ∈ NrnCAω with uncountably many atoms such that A is not
completely representable witnessing the strictness of the inclusion in item (4)
of theorem 5.2. But the C ∈ CAω for which A = NrnC is atomless. Indeed, using
the notation in op.cit, for any N ∈ X , we can add an extra node extending
N to M such that ∅ ⊂ M ′ ⊂ N ′, so that N ′ cannot be an atom. So can C be
atomic? We call C an ω–dilation of A.
In what follows we adress complete representability of a given algebra in
connection to the existence of an ω–dilation of this algebra that is atomic.
We shall deal with many classes of cylindric–like algebras for which the neat
reduct operator can be defined. In particular, for such classes, and regardless
of atomicity, we can (and will) talk about an ω–dilation of a given algebra.
For an ordinal α, let PAα(PEAα) denote the class of α–dimensional polyadic
(equality) algebas as defined in [11, Definition 5.4.1]. For α ≥ ω, we let CPAα
(CPEAα) denote the reduct of PAα(PEAα) whose signature is obained from
that of PAα (PEAα) by discarding all infinitary cylindrifiers, and its axioma-
tization is that of PAα(PEAα) restricted to the new signature. QAα (QEAα)
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denotes the class of quasi–polyadic (equality) algebras obtained by restricting
the signature and axiomatization of PAα(PEAα) to only finite substitutions and
cylindrifiers. So here the signature does not contain infinitary substitutions,
the sτ s are defined only for those maps τ : α → α that move only finitely
many points. With cylindrifiers defined only on finitely many indices, the neat
reduct operator Nr for QAα, QEAα, CPAα and CPEAα is defined analogous to
the CA case.
We recall from [11, Definition 5.4.16], the notion of neat reducts of polyadic
algebras. We shall be dealing with infinite dimensional such algebras. Because
infinite cylindrfication is allowed, the definition of neat reducts is different from
the CA case. We define the neat reduct operator only PAs; the PEA case is
entirely analgous considering diagonal elements.
Definition 5.3. Let J ⊆ β and A = 〈A,+, ·,−, 0, 1, c(Γ), sτ 〉Γ⊆β,τ∈ββ be a PAβ.
Let NrJB = {a ∈ A : c(β∼J)a = a}. Then
NrJB = 〈NrJB,+, ·,−, c(Γ), s
′
τ 〉Γ⊆J,τ∈αα
where s′τ = sτ¯ . Here τ¯ = τ ∪ Idβ∼α. The structure NrJB is an algebra, called
the J–compression of B. When J = α, α an ordinal, then NrαB ∈ PAα and
it is called the neat α reduct of B.
Assume that B ∈ PEAβ for some infinite ordinal β. Then for n < ω,
NrnB ⊆ NrnRdqeaB, where Rdqea denotes the quasi–polyadic reduct of B,
obtained by discarding infinitary substitutions and the definition of the neat
reduct opeartor Nrn here is like the CA case not involving infinitary cylin-
drifiers. Indeed, if x ∈ NrnB, then c(β\n)x = x, so for any i ∈ β \ n,
cix ≤ c(β\n)x = x ≤ cix, hence cix = x. However, the converse might not
be true. If x ∈ NrnRdqeaB, then cix = x for all i ∈ β \ n, but this does not
imply that c(β\n)x = x; it can happen that c(β\n)x > x = cix (for all i ∈ β \n).
We will show in a moment that if C ∈ PEAω is atomic and n < ω, then
both NrnRdqeaC and NrnC are completely representable PEAns. This gives a
plethora of completely representable PEAns whose CA reducts are (of course)
also completely representable. We present analogous positive results typically
of the form: IfK is any of the classes defined above (like CPEA,CPA,QEA,QA),
D ∈ Kω is atomic, n < ω, then (under certain conditions on D) NrnD is
completely representable. The ‘certain conditions’ will be formulated only for
the dilation D and will not depend on n. For example for PEA, mere atomicity
of D will suffice, for PA we will need complete additivity of D too.
We need a crucial lemma. But first a definition:
Definition 5.4. A transformation system is a quadruple of the form (A, I, G, S)
where A is an algebra of any signature, I is a non–empty set (we will only be
concerned with infinite sets), G is a subsemigroup of (II, ◦) (the operation
◦ denotes composition of maps) and S is a homomorphism from G to the
semigroup of endomorphisms of A. Elements of G are called transformations.
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The next lemma says that, roughly, in the presence of all substitution
operators in the infinite dimensional case, one can form dilations in any higher
dimension.
Lemma 5.5. Let α be an infinite ordinal and K ∈ {PA,PEA}. Let D ∈ Kα.
Then for any ordinal n > α, there exists B ∈ Kn such that D = NrαB.
Furthermore, if D is atomic (complete), then B can be chosen to be atomic
(complete). An entirely analogous result holds for CPA and CPEA replacing
the operator Nr by the neat reduct operator Nr.
Proof. Let K ∈ {PA,PEA,CPA,CPEA}. Assume that D ∈ Kα and that n > α.
If |α| = |n|, then one fixes a bijection ρ : n→ α, and defines the n-dimensional
dilation of the diagonal free reduct of D, having the same universe as D, by
re-shuffling the operations ofD along ρ [7]. Then one defines diagonal elements
in the n-dimensional dilation of the diagonal free reduct of D, by using the
diagonal elements in D [11, Theorem 5.4.17].
Now assume that |n| > |α|. Let End(D) be the semigroup of Boolean
endomorphisms on D. Then the map S : αα → End(A) defined via τ 7→
sτ is a homomorphism of semigroups. The operation on both semigroups is
composition of maps, so that (D, α, αα, S) is a transformation system. For
any set X , let F (αX,A) be the set of all maps from αX to A endowed with
Boolean operations defined pointwise and for τ ∈ αα and f ∈ F (αX,A), put
sτf(x) = f(x ◦ τ).
This turns F (αX,A) to a transformation system as well. The mapH : A→
F (αα,A) defined by H(p)(x) = sxp is easily checked to be an embedding of
transfomation systems. Assume that β ⊇ α. Then K : F (αα,A) → F (βα,A)
defined by K(f)x = f(x ↾ α) is an embedding, too. These facts are fairly
straightforward to establish [7, Theorems 3.1, 3.2]. Call F (βα,D) a minimal
functional dilation of F (αα,D). Elements of the big algebra, or the (cylindrifier
free) functional dilation, are of form sσp, p ∈ F (
αα,D) where σ ↾ α is injective
[7, Theorems 4.3-4.4]. Let B−c,−d = F (nα,D).
For the PA case one defines cylindrifiers on B−c,−d by setting for each
Γ ⊆ n :
c(Γ)s
(B−c.−d)
σ p = s
(B−c,−d)
ρ−1 c
D
ρ({(Γ)}∩σα)s
D
(ρσ↾α)p.
For the cases CPA case, one defines cylindrifiers on B−c,−d by restricting Γ to
singletons, setting for each i ∈ n :
cis
(B−c,−d)
σ p = s
(B−c.−d)
ρ−1 c
D
(ρ(i)∩σ(α))s
D
(ρσ↾α)p.
In both cases ρ is any permutation such that ρ ◦ σ(α) ⊆ σ(α). The definition
is sound, that is, it is independent of ρ, σ, p; furthermore, it agrees with the
old cylindrifiers in D. Denote the resulting algebra by B−d.
When D ∈ PAα, identifying algebras with their transformation systems we
get that D ∼= NrαB
−d, via the isomorphism H defined for f ∈ D and x ∈ nα
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by, H(f)x = f(y) where y ∈ αα and x ↾ α = y, [7, Theorem 3.10]. In [7,
Theorems 4.3. 4.4] it is shown that H(D) = NrαB
−d where B−d = {s
(B−d)
σ p :
p ∈ D : σ ↾ α is injective}.
When D ∈ CPAα, identifying D with H(D), where H is defined like in
the PA case, we get that D ⊆ NrαB
−d with B−d = {s
(B−d)
σ p : p ∈ D : σ ↾
α is injective}. We show that NrαB
−d ⊆ D. Let x ∈ NrαB
−d. Then there
exist y ∈ D and σ : β → β with σ ↾ α injective, such that x = s
(B−d)
σ y. Choose
any τ : β → β such that τ(i) = i for all i ∈ α and (τ ◦ σ)(i) ∈ α for all
i ∈ α. Such a τ clearly exists. Since ∆x ⊆ α, and τ fixes α pointwise, we have
s
(B−d)
τ x = x. Then x = s
(B−d)
τ x = s
(B−d)
τ s
(B−d)
σ y = s
(B−d)
τ◦σ y = sDτ◦σ↾αy ∈ D.
Having at hand B−d, for all i < j < n, the diagonal element dij (in B
−d)
can be defined, using the diagonal elements in D, as in [11, Theorem 5.4.17],
obtaining the expanded required structure B.
In all cases the expanded structure B has Boolean reduct isomorphic to
F (nα,D). In particular, B is atomic (complete) if D is atomic (complete),
because a product of an atomic (complete) Boolean algebras is atomic (com-
plete).
The proof of the following lemma follows from the definitions.
Lemma 5.6. If A, B and C are Boolean algebras, such that A ⊆ B ⊆ C,
B ⊆c C and A ⊆c C, then A ⊆c B.
For simplicity of notation, if β ≥ ω, B ∈ PAβ(PEAβ), and n < ω, then we
write NrnB for NrnRdqaB (NrnRdqeaB), where Rdqa denotes ‘quasi-polyadic
reduct’.
In this section we understand complete representability for α–dimensional
algebras, α any ordinal, in the classical sense with respect to generalized carte-
sian α–dimensional spaces.
It is shown in in [27], that for any infinite ordinal α, if A ∈ PAα is atomic
and completely additive, then it is completely representable. From this it
can be concluded that for any n < ω, any complete subalgebra of NrnD is
completely representable using lemma 5.1, because NrnD ⊆c D (as can be
easily distilled from the next proof).
The result in [27] holds for CPA’s, cf. theorem 5.9, but it does not hold
for PEAωs and CPEAωs. It is not hard to construct atomic algebras in the last
two classes that are not even representable, let alone completely representable.
But for such (non–representable) algebras the n–neat reduct, for any n < ω,
will be completely representable as proved next (in theorems 5.7 and 5.8):
Theorem 5.7. If 2 < n < ω and D ∈ PEAω is atomic, then any complete sub-
algebra of NrnD is completely representable. In particular, NrnD is completely
representable.
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Proof. We identify notationally set algebras with their domain. Assume that
A ⊆c NrnD, where D ∈ PEAω is atomic. We want to completely represent A.
Let a ∈ A be non–zero. We will find a homomorphism f : A → ℘(nU) such
that f(a) 6= 0, and
⋃
y∈Y f(y) =
nU , whenever Y ⊆ A satisfies
∑A Y = 1.
Assume for the moment (to be proved in a while) that A ⊆c D. Then by
lemma 5.1 A is atomic, because D. For brevity, let X = AtA. Let m be the
local degree of D, c its effective cardinality and let β be any cardinal such that
β ≥ c and
∑
s<m β
s = β; such notions are defined in [7, 27].
We can assume by lemma 5.5, that D = NrωB, with B ∈ PEAβ. For
τ ∈ ωβ, we write τ+ for τ ∪ Idβ\ω(∈
ββ). Consider the following family
of joins evaluated in B, where p ∈ D, Γ ⊆ β and τ ∈ ωβ: (*) c(Γ)p =∑B{sτ+p : τ ∈ ωβ, τ ↾ ω \ Γ = Id}, and (**): sBτ+X = 1. The first family
of joins exists [7, Proof of Theorem 6.1], [27], and the second exists, because∑AX =
∑DX =
∑BX = 1 and τ+ is completely additive, since B ∈ PEAβ.
The last equality of suprema follows from the fact that D = NrωB ⊆c B
and the first from the fact that A ⊆c D. We prove the former, the latter is
exactly the same replacing ω and β, by n and ω, respectivey, proving that
NrnD ⊆c D, hence A ⊆c D.
We prove that NrωB ⊆c B. Assume that S ⊆ D and
∑D S = 1, and for
contradiction, that there exists d ∈ B such that s ≤ d < 1 for all s ∈ S. Let
J = ∆d \ ω and take t = −c(J)(−d) ∈ D. Then c(β\ω)t = c(β\ω)(−c(J)(−d)) =
c(β\ω) − c(J)(−d) = c(β\ω) − c(β\ω)c(J)(−d) = −c(β\ω)c(J)(−d) = −c(J)(−d) = t.
We have proved that t ∈ D. We now show that s ≤ t < 1 for all s ∈ S,
which contradicts
∑D S = 1. If s ∈ S, we show that s ≤ t. By s ≤ d, we
have s · −d = 0. Hence by c(J)s = s, we get 0 = c(J)(s · −d) = s · c(J)(−d),
so s ≤ −c(J)(−d). It follows that s ≤ t as required. Assume for contradiction
that 1 = −c(J)(−d). Then c(J)(−d) = 0, so −d = 0 which contradicts that
d < 1. We have proved that
∑B S = 1, so D ⊆c B.
Let F be any Boolean ultrafilter of B generated by an atom below a. We
show that F will preserve the family of joins in (*) and (**). We use a simple
topological argument used by the author in [27]. One forms nowhere dense
sets in the Stone space of B corresponding to the aforementioned family of
joins as follows:
The Stone space of (the Boolean reduct of) B has underlying set, the
set of all Boolean ultrafilters of B. For b ∈ B, let Nb be the clopen set
{F ∈ S : b ∈ F}. The required nowhere dense sets are defined for Γ ⊆ β, p ∈ D
and τ ∈ ωβ via: AΓ,p = Nc(Γ)p\Nsτ+p; here we require that τ ↾ (ω\Γ) = Id, and
Aτ = S \
⋃
x∈X Nsτ+x. The principal ultrafilters are isolated points in the Stone
topology, so they lie outside the nowhere dense sets defined above. Hence any
such ultrafilter preserve the joins in (*) and (**). Fix a principal ultrafilter F
preserving (*) and (**) with a ∈ F . For i, j ∈ β, set iEj ⇐⇒ dBij ∈ F .
Then by the equational properties of diagonal elements and properties of
filters, it is easy to show that E is an equivalence relation on β. Define f :
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A→ ℘(n(β/E)), via x 7→ {t¯ ∈ n(β/E) : sBt∪Idx ∈ F}, where t¯(i/E) = t(i) and
t ∈ nβ. It is not hard to show that f is well–defined, a homomorphism (from
(*)) and atomic (from (**)), such that f(a) 6= 0 (I¯d ∈ f(a)).
The complete representability of NrnD follows from lemmata, 5.1, 5.6, by
observing that NrnD ⊆c D, hence NrnD ⊆c NrnD.
For CPEAs, we have a slightly weaker result:
Theorem 5.8. If n < ω and D ∈ CPEAω is atomic, then any complete subal-
gebra of NrnCmAtD is completely representable. In particular, if D is complete
and atomic, then NrnD is completely representable.
Proof. Let D ∈ CPEAω be atomic. Let D
∗ = CmAtD. Then D∗ is complete
and atomic and NrnD
∗ ⊆c D
∗. To prove the last ⊆c, assume for contradiction
that there is some S ⊆ NrnD
∗,
∑
NrnD
∗
S = 1, and there exists d ∈ D∗ such
that s ≤ d < 1 for all s ∈ S. Take t = −
∧
i∈ω\n(−ci−)d. This infimum is well
defined because D∗ is complete. Like in the previous proof it can be proved
that cit = t for all i ∈ ω \ n, hence t ∈ NrnD
∗ and that s ≤ t < 1 for all s ∈ S,
which contradicts that
∑
NrnD
∗
S = 1.
Let β be a regular cardinal > |D∗| and by lemma 5.5, let B ∈ CPEAβ be
complete and atomic such that D∗ = NrωB. Then we have the following chain
of complete embeddings: NrnD
∗ ⊆c D
∗ = NrωB ⊆c B; the last ⊆c follows like
above using that B is complete. From the first ⊆c, since D
∗ is atomic, we get
by lemma 5.1, that NrnD
∗ is atomic. Let X = AtNrnD
∗. Then also from the
first ⊆c, we get that
∑D∗ X = 1, so
∑BX = 1 because D∗ ⊆c B. For k < β,
x ∈ D∗ and τ ∈ ωβ, the following joins hold in B: (*) ckx =
∑B
l∈β s
k
l x and
(**)
∑
sBτ+X = 1, where τ
+ = τ ∪ Idβ\ω(∈
ββ). The join (**) holds, because
sBτ+ is completely additive, since B is completely additive.
To prove (*), fix k < β. Then for all l ∈ β, we have skl x ≤ ckx. Conversely,
assume that y ∈ B is an upper bound for {skl x : l ∈ β}. Let l ∈ β \ (∆x∪∆y);
such an l exists, because |∆x| < β, |∆y| < β and β is regular. Hence, we get
that clx = x and cly = y. But then cls
k
l x ≤ y, and so ckx ≤ y. We have proved
that (*) hold.
Let A = NrnD
∗. Let a ∈ A be non–zero. We want to find a complete
representation f : A→ ℘(V ) (V a unit of a Gsn, i.e a disjoint union of cartesian
spaces) such that f(a) 6= 0. Let F be any Boolean ultrafilter of B generated
by an atom below a. Then, like in the proof of theorem 5.7, F will preserve
the family of joins in (*) and (**).
Next we proceed exactly like in the proof of theorem 5.7. For i, j ∈ β,
set iEj ⇐⇒ dBij ∈ F . Then E is an equivalence relation on β. Define
f : A → ℘(n(β/E)), via x 7→ {t¯ ∈ n(β/E) : sBt∪Idx ∈ F}, where t¯(i/E) = t(i)
and t ∈ nβ. Then f is well–defined, a homomorphism (from (*)) and atomic
(from (**)). Also f(a) 6= 0 because a ∈ F , so Id ∈ f(a).
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Theorem 5.9. If D ∈ CPAω is atomic and completely additive, then it is
completely representable
Proof. Replace D by its Dedekind-MacNeille completion D∗ = CmAtD. Then
D is completely representable ⇐⇒ D∗ is completely representable and fur-
thermore D∗ is complete. It suffices thus to show that D∗ is completely repre-
sentable. One forms an atomic complete dilation B of D∗ to a regular cardinal
β > |D∗| exactly as in lemma 5.5. For τ ∈ ωβ, let τ+ = τ ∪ Idβ\ω. Then like
before D∗ ⊆c B and so the following family of joins hold in B: For all i < β,
b ∈ B cib =
∑
j∈β s
i
jx and for all τ ∈
ωβ,
∑
sτ+AtD
∗ = 1. Let a ∈ D∗ be non
zero. Take any ultrafilter F in the Stone space of B generated by an atom
below a. Then f : D∗ → ℘(ωβ) defined via d 7→ {τ ∈ ωβ : sBτ+d ∈ F} is a
complete representation of D∗ such that f(a) 6= 0.
If the dilations are in QEAω (an ω dimensional quasi–polyadic equality
algebra) we have a weaker result. We do not know whether the result proved
for PEAω holds when the ω–dilation is an atomic QEAω. Entirely analogous
results hold if we replace QEAω by QAω.
Theorem 5.10. Let n < ω. Let D ∈ QEAω be atomic. Assume that for all
x ∈ D for all k < ω, ckx =
∑
l∈ω s
k
l x. If A ⊆ NrnD such that A ⊆c D (this is
stronger than A ⊆c NrnD), then A is completely representable.
Proof. First observe that A is atomic, because D is atomic and A ⊆c D.
Accordingly, let X = AtA. Let a ∈ A be non-zero. Like before, one finds a
principal ultrafilter F such that a ∈ F and F preserves the family of joins
cix =
∑D
j∈β s
i
jx, and
∑
sDτ X = 1, where τ : ω → ω is a finite transformation;
that is |{i ∈ ω : τ(i) 6= i}| < ω. The first family of joins exists by assumption,
the second exists, since
∑DX = 1 by A ⊆c D and the sτ s are completely
additive. Any principal ultrafilter F generated by an atom below a will do, as
shown in the previous proof. Again as before, the selected F gives the required
complete representation f of A.
The following example shows that the existence of the joins in theorem
5.10 is not necessary.
Example 5.11. Let D ∈ QEAω be the full weak set algebra with top element
ωω(0) where 0 is the constant 0 sequence. Then, it is easy to show that for
any n < ω, NrnA is completely representable. Let X = {0} ∈ D. Then for all
i ∈ ω, we have s0iX = X . But (1, 0, . . .) ∈ c0X , so that
∑
i∈ω s
0
iX = X 6= c0X .
Hence the joins in theorem 5.10 do not hold.
Now fix 1 < n < ω and let D be as in the previous example. If we take
D′ = SgDNrnD, then D
′ of course will still be a weak set algebra, and it will
be locally finite, so that cix =
∑D
sijx for all i < j < ω. However, D
′ will
be atomless as we proceed to show. Assume for contradiction that it is not,
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and let x ∈ D′ be an atom. Choose k, l ∈ ω with k 6= l and ckx = x, this is
possible since ω \ ∆x is infinite. Then ck(x · dkl) = x, so x · dkl 6= 0. But x
is an atom, so x ≤ dkl. This gives that ∆x = 0, and by [11, Theorem 1.3.19]
x ≤ −ck − dkl. It is also easy to see that (ck − dkl)
D′ = ωω(0), from which we
conclude that x = 0, which is a contradiction.
6 Vaught’s theorem and omitting types for glob-
ally guarded fragments
Now we address complete representations with respect to globally guarded rel-
ativized semantics in terms of the existence of atomic ω–dilations. We will be
rewarded with some positive results on Vaught’s theorem and omitting types
for guarded versions of Ln (n ∈ ω) and Lω,ω.
As usual our approach is algebraic. Unless otherwise indicated, n is a finite
ordinal. The class Gn is the class of set algebras having the same signature
as PEAn; if A ∈ Gn, then the top element of A is a set of n–ary sequences
V ⊆ nU (some non-empty set U), such that if s ∈ V and τ : n→ n is a finite
transformation, then s ◦ τ ∈ V . The operations of A with top element V ,
whose domain is a subset of ℘(V ), are like the operations in polyadic equality
set algebras of dimension n, but relativized to the top element V. This last
class was dealt with recently in [9] and is commonly referred to as Gn. It is
known [9], that for n > 1, CAn * IDn and PEAn ⊆ IGn. It is clear by definition
that Gsn ⊆ Dn, hence RCAn ⊆ IDn. Units of Dn, and Gn are unions of (not
necessarily disjoint) weak spaces of dimension n.
Let CQEω be the class of cylindric quasi-polyadic equality algebras in [9,
Definition 6.2.5]. Let CRGn stand for the class of completely representable Gns.
It is known [9] that CRGn = Gn ∩ At. Whereas we do not know whether for
2 < n < ω, ScNrnQEA
at
ω = CRPEAn or not, we have a ‘relativized version’ of this
equality, when we do not insists on full fledged commutativity of cylindrifiers:
Theorem 6.1. For any n < ω, ScNrn(CQEω ∩ At) = Gsn ∩ At = CRGn.
Proof. Assume that C ∈ Gn is atomic, hence completely representable. Assume
further that Gn has unit a union of the form
⋃
i∈I
nUi(I and Ui non–empty sets).
Units of Gns are of this form [9, Theorem 6.2.8]. The difference from Gsns units
is that the Uis are not required to be pairwise disjoint. But the proof is exactly
like that of the first item of theorem 5.2: For i ∈ I, let Ei =
nUi. Fix fi ∈
ωUi.
Let Wi =
ωU
(fi)
i . Let Ci = ℘(Wi). Then Ci is atomic, and NrnCi is atomic.
Define hi : A → NrnCi by hi(a) = {s ∈ Wi : ∃a
′ ∈ AtA, a′ ≤ a; (s(i) : i < n) ∈
a′}. Let D = PiCi. Let pii : D → Ci be the ith projection map. Then D is
atomic and A embeds into NrnD via J : a 7→ (hi(a) : i ∈ I). The embedding
is atomic, hence complete. We have shown that A ∈ ScNrn(CQEω ∩ At).
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Conversely, assume that A ∈ ScNrn(CQEω ∩ At). The variety CQEω is
definitionally equivalent to TAω [8] and [9, p.149], so A ∈ ScNrn(TAω ∩ At).
Assume thaA ⊆c NrnD for some atomicD ∈ TAω. Then by [8], D is completely
representable. so NrnD is completely repesentable, and this induces a complete
representation of A(⊆c NrnD), hence A ∈ Gn ∩ At.
We consider the class of algebras having the same signature as that of
CPEAω and its axiomatization is obtained from that of CPEAω by weakening
the axiom of commutativity of cylindrifiers and replacing it by the weaker
axiom (CP9)
∗ as in [9, Definition 6.3.7]. This class is studied in [9], under the
name of cylindric–polyadic equality algebras of dimension ω denoted in op.cit
by CPEω which is the notation we adopt here.
Theorem 6.2. If D ∈ CPEω is atomic, then D is completely representable.
Proof. It suffices thus to show that D∗ is completely representable. One forms
an atomic dilation B of D∗ to a regular cardinal β > |D∗| exactly as in lemma
5.5. Since the Boolean reduct ofB, by construction, is isomorphic to a product
of the complete Boolean reduct of the algebra D∗, then B is complete and
D∗ ⊆c B.
Analogous joins of (*) and (**) in the proof of theorem 5.7 remain valid
in B but with the intervention of so–called admissable substitutions, adm for
short. The map τ : β → β is admissable, if it does not move elements in β \ω,
and that those elements in ω that are moved by τ are mapped into elements
in β \ ω. The family joins analogous to (*), which we continue to refer to as
(*) is the following family of joins holding for all i < β, b ∈ B, for all τ ∈ adm:
sτcib =
∑
j∈β sτ s
i
jx. And the family of joins in (**), which we also continue to
denote by (**), take the form:
∑B
sτAtD = 1, τ ∈ adm.
As above, one picks a principal ultrafilter F ofB generated by any atom be-
low the given non–zero element, call it a–where a ∈ D–required to be mapped
into a non-zero element in a complete representation of D. This is possible
because B is atomic. Now a ∈ F , and like before this ultrafilter F lies out-
side the nowhere dense sets in the Stone space of B corresponding to (*) and
(**) as before. The required complete representation is induced by a complete
representation ofB defined via F and adm restricted toD. In more detail, pro-
ceeding like in [28]: Let Γ = {i ∈ β : ∃j ∈ ω : cidij ∈ F}. Since cidij = 1, then
ω ⊆ Γ. Furthermore the inclusion is proper, because for every i ∈ ω, there is a
j 6∈ ω such that dij ∈ F . Define the relation ∼ on Γ via m ∼ n ⇐⇒ dmn ∈ F.
Then ∼ is an equivalence relation because for all i, j, k ∈ ω, dii = 1 ∈ F ,
dij = dji, dik · dkj ≤ dlk and filters are closed upwards. Now we show that
the required representation will be a set algebra with top element a union of
cartesian spaces (not necessarily disjoint) with base M = Γ/ ∼. One defines
the homomorphism f using the hitherto obtained perfect ultrafilter F as fol-
lows: For τ ∈ ωΓ, such that rng(τ) ⊆ Γ \ω (the last set is non–empty, because
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ω ( Γ), let τ¯ : α→M be defined by τ¯ (i) = τ(i)/ ∼ and write τ+ for τ ∪Idβ\ω.
Then τ+ ∈ adm, because τ+ ↾ ω = τ , rng(τ) ∩ ω = ∅, and τ+(i) = i for all
i ∈ β \ ω.
Let V = {τ¯ ∈ ωM : τ : α → Γ, rng(τ) ∩ ω = ∅}. Then V ⊆ ωM is non–
empty (because ω ( Γ). Now define f with domain D via: d 7→ {τ¯ ∈ V :
sBτ+d ∈ F}. Then f is well defined, that is, whenever σ, τ ∈
ωΓ and τ(i) \ σ(i)
for all i ∈ ω, then for any d ∈ D, sBτ+d ∈ F ⇐⇒ s
B
σ+d ∈ F . The congruence
relation just defined on Γ guarantees that the hitherto defined homomorphism
respects the diagonal elements. For the other operations, preservation of cylin-
drifiers is guaranteed by (*) and complete representability by (**). Finally
f(a) 6= 0 because a ∈ F , so Id ∈ f(a).
Now we prove an omitting types theorem for a countable version of CPEω.
Consider the semigroup T generated by the set of transformations
{[i|j], [i, j], i, j ∈ ω, suc, pred}
defined on ω is a strongly rich subsemigroup of (ωω, ◦), where suc and pred
are the successor and predecessor functions on ω, respectively. For a set X ,
let B(X) denote the Boolean set algebra ℘(X),∪,∩,∼). Let GpT be the class
of set algebras of the form 〈B(V ),Ci,Dij, Sτ 〉i,j∈ω,τ∈T, where V ⊆
ωU, V a
non–empty union of cartesian spaces. Let Σ be the set of equations defining
cylindric polyadic equality algebras in [9, Definition 6.3.7] restricted to the
countable signature of GpT.
Theorem 6.3. If A |= Σ is countable and X = (Xi : i < λ), λ < p is a family
of subsets of A, such that
∏
Xi = 0 for all i < ω, then there exists B ∈ GpT
and an isomorphism f : A→ B such that
⋂
x∈Xi
f(x) = ∅ for all i < ω.
Proof. [28] For brevity let α = ω + ω. By strong richness of T, it can be
proved that A = NrωB whereB is an α–dimensional dilation with substitution
operators coming from a countable subsemigroup S ⊆ (αα, ◦) [28]. It suffices
to show that for any non–zero a ∈ A, there exist a countable D ∈ GpT and
a homomorphism (that is not necessarily injective) f : A → D, such that⋂
x∈Xi
f(x) = ∅ for all i ∈ ω and f(a) 6= 0. The required B will be a subdirect
product of the Cas.
So fix non–zero a ∈ A. For τ ∈ S, set dom(τ) = {i ∈ α : τ(i) 6= i} and
rng(τ) = {τ(i) : i ∈ dom(τ)}. For the sake of brevity, let α = ω + ω. Let adm
be the set of admissible substitutions in S, where now τ ∈ adm if domτ ⊆ ω
and rngτ ∩ ω = ∅. Since S is countable, we have |adm| ≤ ω; in fact it can be
easily shown that |adm| = ω. Then we have for all i < α, p ∈ B and σ ∈ adm,
sσcip =
∑
j∈α
sσs
i
jp. (1)
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By A = NrωB we also have, for each i < ω,
∏BXi = 0, since A is a complete
subalgebra of B. Because substitutions are completely additive, we have for
all τ ∈ adm and all i < λ,
∏
sBτ Xi = 0. (2)
For better readability, for each τ ∈ adm, for each i ∈ ω, let
Xi,τ = {sτx : x ∈ Xi}.
Then by complete additivity, we have:
(∀τ ∈ adm)(∀i ∈ λ)
∏
BXi,τ = 0. (3)
Let S be the Stone space of B, whose underlying set consists of all Boolean
ultrafilters of B and for b ∈ B, let Nb denote the clopen set consisting of all
ultrafilters containing b. Then from (2) and (3), it follows that for x ∈ B,
j < α, i < λ and τ ∈ adm, the sets
Gτ,j,x = Nsτ cjx \
⋃
i
N
sτ s
j
ix
and Hi,τ =
⋂
x∈Xi
Nsτx
are closed nowhere dense sets in S. Also eachHi,τ is closed and nowhere dense.
Let
G =
⋃
τ∈adm
⋃
i∈α
⋃
x∈B
Gτ,i,x and H =
⋃
i∈λ
⋃
τ∈adm
Hi,τ .
Then H is meager, since it is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. By
the Baire Category theorem for compact Hausdorff spaces, we get that X =
S rH ∪G is dense in S, since H ∪G is meager, because G is meager, too,
since adm, α and B are all countable. Accordingly, let F be an ultrafilter in
Na ∩ X , then by its construction F is a perfect ultrafilter [25, pp.128]. Let
Γ = {i ∈ α : ∃j ∈ ω : cidij ∈ F}. Since cidij = 1, then ω ⊆ Γ. Furthermore
the inclusion is proper, because for every i ∈ ω, there is a j ∈ α \ ω such that
dij ∈ F .
Define the relation ∼ on Γ via m ∼ n ⇐⇒ dmn ∈ F. Then ∼ is an equiv-
alence relation because for all i, j, k ∈ α, dii = 1 ∈ F , dij = dji, dik · dkj ≤ dlk
and filters are closed upwards. Now we show that the required representation
will be a GpT with base M = Γ/ ∼. One defines the homomorphism f like in
theorem 5.8. Using the hitherto obtained perfect ultrafilter F as follows: For
τ ∈ ωΓ, such that rng(τ) ⊆ Γ \ ω (the last set is non–empty, because ω ( Γ),
let τ¯ : ω →M be defined by τ¯ (i) = τ(i)/ ∼ and write τ+ for τ ∪ Idα\ω. Then
τ+ ∈ adm, because τ+ ↾ ω = τ , rng(τ) ∩ ω = ∅, and τ+(i) = i for all i ∈ α \ ω.
Let V = {τ¯ ∈ ωM : τ : ω → Γ, rng(τ) ∩ ω = ∅}. Then V ⊆ ωM is non–empty
(because ω ( Γ). Now define f with domain A via: a 7→ {τ¯ ∈ V : sBτ+a ∈ F}.
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Then f is well defined, that is, whenever σ, τ ∈ ωΓ and τ(i) \σ(i) for all i ∈ ω,
then for any x ∈ A, sBτ+x ∈ F ⇐⇒ s
B
σ+x ∈ F . Furthermore f(a) 6= 0, since
sIda = a ∈ F and Id is clearly admissable.
The congruence relation just defined on Γ guarantees that the hitherto
defined homomorphism respects the diagonal elements. As before, for the
other operations, preservation of cylindrifiers is guaranteed by the condition
that F /∈ Gτ,i,p for all τ ∈ adm, i ∈ α and all p ∈ A. For omitting the given
family of non–principal types, we use that F is outside H, too. This means (by
definition) that for each i < λ and each τ ∈ adm there exists x ∈ Xi, such that
sBτ x /∈ F . Let i < λ. If τ¯ ∈ V ∩
⋂
x∈Xi
f(x), then sBτ+x ∈ F which is impossible
because τ+ ∈ adm. We have shown that for each i < ω,
⋂
x∈Xi
f(x) = ∅.
7 An algebraic analysis
Throughout this section n is fixed to be a finite ordinal > 2. Here we re-
formulate and elaborate on the results established in theorems 3.6 and 3.8 in
purely algebraic terms. The next theorem shows that for 2 < m ≤ l < n < ω,
Ψ(l, n) (as formulated in theorem 3.6) is ‘infinitely stronger’ than Ψ(l, n)f for
n ≥ m+ 2.
Theorem 7.1. Let 2 < m < ω and n be finite ≥ m + 2. Then the variety
of CAms having n–flat representations is not finitely axiomatizable over the
variety of CAms having n–square representations.
Proof. Fix 2 < m < n < ω. We use the relation algebras used in the proof
of the first part of theorem 3.12. Let C(m,n, r) be the algebra Ca(H) where
H = Hn+1m (A(n, r), ω)), is the CAm atom structure consisting of all n + 1–
wide m–dimensional wide ω hypernetworks [13, Definition 12.21] on A(n, r) as
defined in [13, Definition 15.2]. Then C(m,n, r) ∈ CAm.
Write Cr for C(m,n, r) ∈ CAm as defined in [13] not to clutter notation.
The parameters m and n will be clear from context. Given positive k, then
for any r ≥ k2, ∃ has a winning strategy in Gkr(At(A(n, r)) [13, Remark 15.13].
This implies using ultraproducts and an elementary chain argument that ∃
has a winning strategy in the ω–rounded game, in an elementary substructure
of Πr/UA(n, r)/F , hence the former is representable, and then so is the latter
because RRA is a variety.
Now ∃ has a winning strategy in Gkω(A(n, r)) when r ≥ k
2, hence, A(n, r)
embeds into a complete atomic relation algebra having a k–dimensional rela-
tional basis by [13, Theorem 12.25]. But this induces a winning strategy for
∃ in the game Gk
′
ω (At(Cr)) with k
′ nodes and ω rounds, for k′ ≥ k, k′ ∈ ω
so that Cr has a k
′ –square represenation, when r ≥ k′2. So if n ≥ m + 2,
k ≥ 3, and r ≥ k′2, then Cr has an n+ 1–square representation, an n–flat one
but does not have an n + 1–flat one. But Πr/UCr/F ∈ RCAm(⊇ SNrmCAn+1)
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by [13, Corollaries 15.7, 5.10, Exercise 2, pp. 484, Remark 15.13] and we are
done.
Observe that in the last part of the proof of theorem 3.8, we actually
showed that SNrnCAn+3 is not atom–canonical. It is known that SNrnCAn+1
is atom–canonical because it admits a finite Sahlqvist (equational) axiomati-
zation [1]. The next theorem is conditional covering also the only remaining
case SNrnCAn+2:
Theorem 7.2. Let 2 < n < m < ω. If there exists a finite relation algebra R
having n–blur (J, E) and no infinite m–dimension hyperbasis, then the variety
SNrnCAm is not atom–canonical.
Proof. The algebra Bbn(R, J, E)(∈ CAn) will be representable and using the
same argument in the first item of theorem 3.6 its Dedekind-MacNeille com-
pletion will not be in SNrnCAm. This proves the required, since RCAn ⊆
SNrnCAm.
In theorem 3.8 we showed that there is a countable RCAn whose Dedekind-
MacNeille completion is outside SNrnCAn+3. More concisely, we showed that,
although RCAn ⊆ SNrnCAm for any m ≥ n, Cm(AtRCAn) * SNrnCAn+3. In
theorem 3.6, we showed that for 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω, Ψ(l, m)f holds if
there exists A ∈ NrnCAl ∩ RCAn such that CmAtA does not have an m–flat
representation, equivalently, CmAtA /∈ SNrnCAm. This motivates the following
(algebraic) definition, where we consider various variations on the operation
of forming subalgebras by taking restricted forms thereof applied to the class
NrnCAm.
Recall that Sc denotes the operation of forming complete sublgebras. We
let Sd denote the operation of forming dense subalgebras, and I denote the
operation of forming isomorphic images.
Definition 7.3. Let 2 < n ≤ l ≤ m ≤ ω. Let O ∈ {S,Sd,Sc, I}.
(1) An atomic algebra A ∈ CAn has the strong O neat embedding property
up to m, if CmAtA ∈ ONrnCAm.
(2) An atomic algebra A ∈ RCAn is strongly representable up to l and m
if A ∈ NrnCAl and CmAtA ∈ SNrnCAm.
Let 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω. We denote the class of CAns having the strong
O neat embedding property up to m by SNPCAOn,m, and we let RCA
O
n,m :=
SNPCAOn,m ∩ RCAn. We denote the class of strongly representable CAns up
to l and m by RCAl,mn . Recall that CRCAn denotes the class of completely
representable CAns with respect to generalized n–dimensional cartesian spaces.
For a class K of BAOs, K∩Count denotes the class of countable algebras in K,
K ∩ Cat denotes the class of algebras having at most countably many atoms
in K and recall that K ∩At denotes the class of atomic algebras in K.
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Theorem 7.4. Let 2 < n ≤ l < m ≤ ω and O ∈ {S,Sc,Sd, I}. Then the
following hold:
1. RCAOn,m ⊆ RCA
O
n,l and RCA
I
n,l ⊆ RCA
Sd
n,l ⊆ RCA
Sc
n,l ⊆ RCA
S
n,l. The last
inclusion is proper for l ≥ n + 3,
2. For O ∈ {S,Sc,Sd}, SNPCA
O
n,l ⊆ ONrnCAl and for O = S, the inclusion
is proper for l ≥ n + 3. But SNPCAIn,l * NrnCAl,
3. If A is finite, then A ∈ SNPCAOn,l ⇐⇒ A ∈ ONrnCAl and A ∈
RCAOn,l ⇐⇒ A ∈ RCAn ∩ ONrnCAl. Furthermore, for any positive
k, SNPCAOn,n+k+1 ( SNPCA
O
n,n+k, and SNPCA
O
n,ω ( RCAn,
4. (∃A ∈ RCAn∩At ∼ SNPCA
S
n,l) =⇒ SNrnCAk is not atom–canonical for
all k ≥ l. In particular, SNrnCAk is not atom–canonical for all k ≥ n+3,
5. If SNrnCAl is atom–canonical =⇒ RCA
S
n,l is first order definable. There
exists a finite k > n+ 1, such that RCASn,k is not first order definable,
6. For O ∈ {I,Sc,Sd}, l ≥ n+ 3 and K any class such that RCA
O
n,l ⊆ K ⊆
SNPCAOn,l, K is not first order definable,
7. Any class between NrnCAω ∩ CRCAn and ScNrnCAn+3 is not first order
definable. In particular, CRCAn is not first order definable [12], and
NrnCAn+k for any k ≥ 3 is not first order definable [25, Theorem 5.1.4],
8. The classes CRCAn and NrnCAm for n < m are pseudo–elementary but
not elementary, nor pseudo–universal. Furthermore, their elementary
theory is recursively enumerable.
9. RCAl,ωn ∩ Count 6= ∅ and RCA
ω,ω
n ∩ Cat ∩At = ∅.
Proof. The inclusions in the first item follows from the definition and the
strictness of the last inclusion in this item is witnessed by the algebra C used
in the first part of theorem 3.8, since C satisfies C = CmAtC ∈ RCAn but
C /∈ ScNrnCAl for l ≥ n+ 3.
Let O ∈ {S,Sc,Sd}. If CmAtA ∈ ONrnCAl, then A ⊆d CmAtA, so A ∈
SdONrnCAl ⊆ ONrnCAl. This proves the first part of item (2). The strictness
of the last inclusion follows from the third part in theorem 3.8 on squareness,
since the atomic countable algebra A constructed in op.cit is in RCAn, but
CmAtA /∈ SNrnCAl for any l ≥ n + 3.
For the last non–inclusion in item (2), we use the same example in the third
item of theorem 5.2 restricting our attention to dimension n. Let V = nQ
and let A be the Csn with universe ℘(V ). Then A ∈ NrnCAω. Like before,
let y denote the n–ary relation {s ∈ V : s0 + 1 =
∑
i>0 si} and let B =
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SgA({y} ∪ {{s} : s ∈ V }). Now B and A are in Csn and they share the same
atom structure, namely, the singletons, so B is a dense sublgebra of A, and
clearly CmAtB = A(∈ NrnCAω). As proved in [29], B /∈ ElNrnCAn+1, so
B /∈ NrnCAn+1(⊇ NrnCAl). But CmAtB ∈ NrnCAω, hence B ∈ RCA
I
n,l. We
have shown that B ∈ RCAIn,l ∼ NrnCAl, and we are through with the last
required in item (2).
Item (3) follows by definition observing that if A is finite then A = CmAtA.
The strictness of the first inclusion follows from the construction in [16] where
it shown that for an positive k, there is a finite algebra A in NrnCAn+k ∼
SNrnCAn+k+1. The inclusion SNPCA
O
n,ω ⊆ RCAn holds because ifB ∈ SNPCA
O
n,ω,
then B ⊆ CmAtB ∈ ONrnCAω ⊆ RCAn. The A used in theorem 3.8 witnesses
the strictness of the last inclusion.
Item (4) follows from the definition and the construction used in the third
part of theorem 3.8.
Item (5) follows from that SNrnCAl is canonical. So if it is atom–canonical
too, then At(SNrnCAl) = {F : CmF ∈ SNrnCAl}, the former class is elementary
[13, Theorem 2.84], and the last class is elementray ⇐⇒ RCAln is elementary.
Non–elementarity follows from [14, Corollary 3.7.2] where it is proved that
RCAωn is not elementary, together with the fact that
⋂
n<k<ω SNrnCAk = RCAn.
That k has to be strictly greater than n + 1, follows because SNrnCAn+1 is
atom–canonical since it admits a finite Sahlqvist equational axiomatization
[1].
For item (6), we take the rainbow algebra C based on the ordered structure
Z and N used in the first item of theorem 3.8. Then as proved therein C /∈
ScNrnCAn+3. But in [28], it is shown that C ≡ B for some countable B ∈
ScNrnCAω ∩ CRCAn. This is proved by showing that ∃ has a winning strategy
in Gk(AtC) for all k ∈ ω, hence using ultrapowers followed by an elementary
chain argument (like the argument used in the proof of item (5) of theorem
5.2), we get that C ≡ B, and ∃ has a winning strategy in Gω(AtB), hence B ∈
CRCAn ⊆ Sc(NrnCAω ∩At). This can be strengthened by showing that B can
be chosen so that B ∈ SdNrnCAω ∩CRCAn. The idea is to define a k–rounded
atomic game Hk for k ≤ ω, played on so–called λ–neat hypernetworks on an
atom structure. This game besides the standard cylindrifier move (modified
to λ–neat hypernetworks), offers ∀ two new amalgamation moves. We omit
the highly technical definitions. One shows that ∃ can still win the stronger
Hk(AtC) for all k < ω, hence using ultrapowers followed by an elementary
chain argument, ∃ has a winning strategy in Hω(α) for a countable atom
structure α, such that AtC ≡ α. The game H is designed so that the winning
strategy of ∃ in Hω(α) implies that α ∈ AtNrnCAω and that Cmα ∈ NrnCAω.
LetB = Tmα. ThenB ⊆d Cmα ∈ NrnCAω, B ∈ CRCAn and C /∈ ScNrnCAn+3.
Hence C /∈ SNPCAOn,m, C ≡ B and B ∈ RCA
I
n,m because CmAtB ∈ NrnCAω.
In item (6) we have shown that any K between CRCAn ∩ SdNrnCAω and
ScNrnCAn+3, K is not elementary: To prove item (7), we first need to slighty
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modify the construction in [25, Lemma 5.1.3, Theorem 5.1.4]. The algebras
A and B constructed in op.cit satisfy that A ∈ NrnCAω, B /∈ NrnCAn+1 and
A ≡ B. As they stand, A and B are not atomic, but they it can be fixed
that they are to be so giving the same result, by interpreting the uncountably
many tenary relations in the signature of M defined in [25, Lemma 5.1.3],
which is the base of A and B to be disjoint in M, not just distinct. We
work with 2 < n < ω instead of only n = 3. The proof presented in op.cit
lift verbatim to any such n. Let u ∈ nn. Write 1u for χ
M
u (denoted by 1u
(for n = 3) in [25, Theorem 5.1.4].) We denote by Au the Boolean algebra
Rl1uA = {x ∈ A : x ≤ 1u} and similarly for B, writing Bu short hand for the
Boolean algebra Rl1uB = {x ∈ B : x ≤ 1u}. It can be shown that A ≡∞ B.
We show that ∃ has a winning strategy in an Ehrenfeucht–Fra¨ısse´-game over
(A,B) concluding that A ≡∞ B. At any stage of the game, if ∀ places a pebble
on one of A or B, ∃ must place a matching pebble, on the other algebra. Let
a¯ = 〈a0, a1, . . . , an−1〉 be the position of the pebbles played so far (by either
player) on A and let b¯ = 〈b0, . . . , bn−1〉 be the the position of the pebbles
played on B. ∃ maintains the following properties throughout the game: For
any atom x (of either algebra) with x · 1Id = 0 then x ∈ ai ⇐⇒ x ∈ bi and a¯
induces a finite partion of 1Id in A of 2
n (possibly empty) parts pi : i < 2
n and
b¯ induces a partion of 1Id in B of parts qi : i < 2
n. Furthermore, pi is finite
⇐⇒ qi is finite and, in this case, |pi| = |qi|.
That such properties can be maintained is fairly easy to show. Using that
M has quantifier elimination we get, using the same argument in op.cit that
A ∈ NrnCAω. The property that B /∈ NrnCAn+1 is also still maintained. To
see why consider the substitution operator ns(0, 1) (using one spare dimension)
as defined in the proof of [25, Theorem 5.1.4]. Assume for contradiction that
B = NrnC, with C ∈ CAn+1. Let u = (1, 0, 2, . . . n − 1). Then Au = Bu and
so |Bu| > ω. The term ns(0, 1) acts like a substitution operator corresponding
to the transposition [0, 1]; it ‘swaps’ the first two co–ordinates. Now one
can show that ns(0, 1)
C
Bu ⊆ B[0,1]◦u = BId, so |ns(0, 1)
CBu| is countable
because BId was forced by construction to be countable. But ns(0, 1) is a
Boolean automorpism with inverse ns(1, 0), so that |Bu| = |ns(0, 1)
C
Bu| > ω,
contradiction.
Now we prove the statement in item(7). Item (6) excludes any first order
definable class between SdNrnCAω ∩ CRCAn and ScNrnCAn+3. So hoping for a
contradiction, we can only assume that there is a class M between NrnCAω ∩
CRCAn and SdNrnCAω∩CRCAn that is first order definable. Then El(NrnCAω∩
CRCAn) ⊆ M ⊆ SdNrnCAω ∩ CRCAn. We have B ≡ A, and A ∈ NrnCAω ∩
CRCAn, hence B ∈ El(NrnCAω∩CRCAn) ⊆ SdNrnCAω∩CRCAn. We show that
B is in fact outside SdNrnCAω ∩At ⊇ SdNrnCAω ∩ CRCAn getting the hoped
for contradiction, and consequently the required. Take the cardinality κ the
signature ofM to be 22
ω
and assume for contradiction thatB ∈ SdNrnCAω∩At.
Then B ⊆d NrnD, for some D ∈ CAω and NrnD is atomic. For brevity, let
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C = NrnD. Then RlIdB ⊆d RlIdC. Since C is atomic, then RlIdC is also
atomic. Using the same reasoning as above, we get that |RlIdC| > 2
ω (since
C = NrnCAω.) By the choice of κ, we get that |AtRlIdC| > ω. By density,
AtRlIdC ⊆ AtRlIdB, so |AtRlIdB| ≥ |AtRlIdC| > ω. But by the construction
of B, we have |RlIdB| = |AtRlIdB| = ω, which is a contradiction and we are
done.
We have shown that the class CRCAn is not elementary, hence it is not
pseudo–univeral. It is also not closed under S: Take any representable algebra
that is not completely representable, for example an infinite algebra that is not
atomic. Other atomic examples are the algebras C and the term algebra TmAt
dealt with in theorem 3.8. SNrnCAn+3. Call such an algebra lacking a complete
representation A. Then A+ is completely representable, a classical result of
Monk’s [12] and A embeds into A+. For pseudo–elementarity one proceeds like
the relation algebra case [13, pp. 279–280] defining complete representability
in a two–sorted theory, undergoing the obvious modifications. For pseudo–
elementarity for the class NrnCAβ for any 2 < n < β one easily adapts [22,
Theorem 21] by defining NrnCAβ in a two–sorted theory, when 1 < n < β < ω,
and a three–sorted one, when β = ω. The first part is easy. For the second
part; one uses a sort for a CAn (c), the second sort is for the Boolean reduct of
a CAn (b) and the third sort for a set of dimensions (δ). For any infinite ordinal
µ, the defining theory for NrnCAµ = NrnCAω, includes sentences requiring that
the constants iδ for i < ω are distinct and that the last two sorts define a
CAω. There is a function I
b from sort c to sort b and sentences forcing that
Ib is injective and respects the CAn operations. For example, for all x
c and
i < n, Ib(cix
c) = cbi(I
b(xc)). The last requirement is that Ib maps onto the set
of n–dimensional elements. This can be easily expressed via (*)
∀yb((∀zδ(zδ 6= 0δ, . . . (n− 1)δ =⇒ cb(zδ, yb) = yb)) ⇐⇒ ∃xc(yb = Ib(xc))).
In all cases, it is clear that any algebra of the right type is the first sort of
a model of this theory. Conversely, a model for this theory will consist of
A ∈ CAn (sort c), and a B ∈ CAω; the dimension of the last is the cardinality
of the δ–sorted elements which is ω, such that by (*) A = NrnB. Thus this
three–sorted theory defines the class of neat reducts; furthermore, it is clearly
recursive. Recursive enumerability follows from [13, Theorem 9.37].
First part of the last item follows from the second part of theorem 3.8
proving Ψ(l, ω); namely, there exists a countable A ∈ NrnCAl ∩ RCAn such
that CmAtA /∈ RCAn. We prove the remaining part of (the last) item 8.
Assume for contradiction that there is an A ∈ RCAω,ωn ∩ Cat ∩ At. Then by
definition A ∈ NrnCAω, so by the first item of theorem 5.2, A ∈ CRCAn. But
this complete representation, like in the proof of (2) =⇒ (3) of theorem 3.6,
induces a(n ordinary) representation of CmAtA which is a contradiction.
In the following theorem Up denotes the operation of forming ultraprod-
ucts, and Ur denotes the operation of forming ultraroots. LCAn denotes the
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class of algebras introduced in the proof of theorem 5.2; where it it was shown
that LCAn = ElCRCAn.
Corollary 7.5. Let 2 < n < ω. Then NrnCAω ∩ At ( ElNrnCAω ∩ At (
ElSdNrnCAω ∩ At ⊆ ElScNrnCAω ∩ At = LCAn ( RCA
S
n,ω ( UpRCA
S
n,ω =
UrRCASn,ω = ElRCA
S
n,ω ( SNrnCAω ∩At. Furthermore, ElL for any L of the
above classes is an elementary subclass of RCAn that is not finitely axiomatiz-
able.
Proof. The first strictness is witnessesd by the algebra B used in item (7)
since B ∈ ElNrnCAω ∩ At, but B /∈ NrnCAn+1. The second strictness is
witnessed by the algebra (denoted also by) B used in item (2) taken from [29],
for in this case, B /∈ ElNrnCAn+1, but B ∈ SdNrn(CAω ∩At) ⊆ SdNrnCAω ∩
At ⊆ ElSdNrnCAω ∩ At. LCAn ⊂ RCA
S
n,ω, because if A ∈ CAn and ∃ has a
winning strategy in Gk(AtA) for all k < ω, then ∃ has a winning strategy in
Gk(AtCmAtA) = Gk(AtA) for all k < ω. The inclusion is proper, because the
first class is elementary by definition, while the second is not [14]. It is known
[13, Proposition 2.90] that UpRCASn,ω = UrRCA
S
n,ω = ElRCA
S
n,ω.
The strictness of inclusion ElRCASn,ω ⊆ RCAn∩At is not trivial to show. We
give a sketch of the idea. Take ω–many disjoint copies of the n element graph
with nodes {1, 2, . . . , n} and edges 0→ 1, 1→ 2, and . . . n− 1→ n. Then the
chromatic number of G, in symbols χ(G) is < ∞. Now G has an n − 1 first
order definable colouring. Since M(G) with atom structure ρ(G), as defined in
[14, Definition 3.6.3, pp. 77-78] is not representable by [14, Proposition 3.6.8],
then the first order subalgebra F(G) in the sense of [13, pp.456 item (3)] is also
not representable, because G is first order interpretable in ρ(G). Here F(G)
is the subalgebra of M(G) consisting of all sets of atoms in ρ(G) of the form
{a ∈ ρ(G)} : ρ(G) |= φ(a, b¯)}(∈M(G)) for some first order formula φ(x, y¯) of
the signature of ρ(G) and some tuple b¯ of atoms. It is easy to check that F(G)
is indeed a subalgebra of M(G), and that Tm(ρ(G)) ⊆ F(G) ⊆ M(G). But
F(G) is strictly larger than the term algebra. Indeed, the term algebra can
be shown to be representable (this is not trivial). We readily conclude that
ρ(G) /∈ AtElRCASn,ω, but ρ(G) ∈ At(RCAn), so ElRCA
S
n,ω 6= RCAn ∩At.
For non–finite axiomatizability: In [11, Construction 3.2.76, pp.94] the
non–representable Monk algebras used are finite, hence they atomic and are
outside RCAn ⊇ ElRCA
S
n,ω ⊇ LCAn. Furthermore, any non–trivial ultraproduct
of such algebras is also atomic and is in NrnCAω ∩ At ⊆ ElNrnCAω ∩ At ⊆
ElScNrnCAω ∩At = LCAn ⊆ ElRCA
S
n,ω (Witness too the proof of the last item
in theorem 5.2).
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